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Department's Position:
The Department of Education (Department) fully supports SB 134.

SB 134 promotes positive health practices.  If passed, this measure will protect University of 
Hawaii students, employees, and visitors from exposure to second-hand smoke and other 
potentially harmful substances by prohibiting smoking, including the use of electronic smoking 
devices, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii premises.

For over a decade, all Hawaii public schools have prohibited tobacco use at its schools or public 
functions.  The Department has also prohibited e-cigarette use and other electronic smoking 
devices in all schools and facilities under its jurisdiction since May 2015.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify on SB 134.
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By 

Jan Gouveia 
Vice President for Administration 

University of Hawai‘i 

SB 134 – RELATING TO THE UNIVERSTIY OF HAWAII 

Chair Keith-Agaran, Vice Chair Rhoads, and members of the committee: 

I am respectfully submitting written testimony on behalf of the University of Hawai‘i 
regarding Senate Bill 134 – Relating to the University of Hawai‘i – which proposes to 
amend HRS, Chapter 304A, University of Hawai‘i System, by adding a new section 
prohibiting smoking (including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use) 
on all University of Hawai‘i premises within the State.  

In addition, this bill proposes to also amend HRS, Chapter 89, Collective Bargaining in 
Public Employment, by adding a new section specifying that the above-referenced 
smoking and tobacco use prohibitions shall not be subject to collective bargaining. 

The University fully supports the goal of this bill to promote positive health practices and 
protect University of Hawai‘i students, employees, and visitors from exposure to smoke 
and other potentially harmful substances caused by tobacco use.  The bill would be 
aligned with similar programs at universities and colleges across the nation 
implementing campus-wide bans including electronic smoking devices in order to 
provide healthy learning and work environments for campus communities. 

Studies have been conducted showing that a smoke-free campus is an effective 
intervention for reducing smoking and tobacco use among college students.  Studies 
have also shown that college students are at risk for initiating social smoking practices 
which later progress to regular smoking, as well as exposure to secondhand smoke in 
outdoor areas, student residence halls, campus events, and other sporting and social 
settings. Prohibitions have been shown to reduce both smoking prevalence and second 
hand smoke, and increase smoke-free social norms.  

Lastly, this bill is consonant with the legislature’s smoke-free efforts over the years to 
reduce health problems by implementing smoking restrictions in and near state facilities 
including complete ban at K-12 public schools and associated events.  

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony on this measure. 
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The Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
Monday, February 27, 2017 

10:00 am, Room 016 

RE: SB 134, RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAIʻI 

Attention: Chair Gilbert Keith-Agaran, Vice Chair Karl Rhoads and 
Members of the Committee 

The University of Hawaii Professional Assembly (UHPA) opposes SB 134 relating to a 
statutory prohibition on smoking, tobacco use and the use of electronic smoking devices by any 
person on the premises of the University of Hawaiʻi.  The University already has the authority 
and the ability to prohibit smoking and the use of tobacco and electronic smoking devices as 
noted in Section 1 paragraph 3 of SB 134. 

The University has worked with UHPA in the past and continues to work with UHPA to ensure a 
healthy working conditions for the faculty and subsequently the students.  It continues to be the 
right of UHPA to work with the University to ensure that any policy that impacts faculty work 
environment promotes “positive health practices.” 

We appreciate the opportunity to continue retaining the determination of best practices in the 
workplace; in the workplace rather than in statute. 

UHPA opposes the passage of SB 134. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kristeen Hanselman 
Executive Director 

University of Hawaii 
Professional Assembly 

1017 Palm Drive ✦ Honolulu, Hawaii 96814-1928 
Telephone: (808) 593-2157 ✦ Facsimile: (808) 593-2160 

Website: www.uhpa.org 



 
February 26, 2017 
 

 
 

To:  Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
Senator Gilbert S.C. Keith-Agaran, Chair 
Senator Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair   

 
RE: Comments on SB134 Relating to the University of Hawai’i 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.  The University of Hawai’i Student Caucus is a 
coalition of student government from across the ten campuses of the University of Hawai’i 
System.  We are writing today to express concerns on SB134, which would require the 
University of Hawai’i to ban smoking on University premises. 

At least two campuses already have smoking bans in place.  Students there have reported 
that while students are more mindful of smoke away from areas where they might disturb others, 
the ban has been more effective at eliminating ashtrays than smoking.  This has led to noticable 
increases in litter. 

By eliminating smoking from campuses, those choosing to smoke would be required to 
cross the street.  While this is a reasonable request, some campuses are located in residential 
areas.  Requiring everyone to smoke across the street from campus could have the effect of 
creating smoking areas in front of our nieghbors homes and businesses, which we believe has the 
potential to strain these Univeristies’ relationship with the communites they opperate in. 

We are concerned about what method will be used to implement and enforce this policy.  
Students and many employees already struggle with difficult financial situations and fines would 
only add to the stress of coursework, employment, and fiscal uncertainty.  We also feel that 
focusing on a support services to help UH community members quit smoking would be more 
effective than a punitive approach. 

The University of Hawai’i Student Caucus would like to offer an alternative approach.  
Creating clearly designated smoking areas on campus that are a suffiecient distance from doors, 
windows and high traffic walkways would address the above concerns.  Additionally, directing 
resources towards support for those quitting or attempting to quit smoking would help to make 
the University of Hawai’i truly smoke-free. 

Thank you for considering our comments on SB134. 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking. including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: 6 r_, 9(_J '?,.e X ro-e lj res--
Home Address: r- ~ fZ t 1q ,-. - '7,::" 
City: hO OOi o,4tat;)Ji_zip:q 0il r= Phone Number:_' ___ .- ___ ............ ,_~ ___ ...... ..,,,,= ....... ---_ 

Email: :b' , • .,... N - - , '(;; 

Comments or additional information:---------------------

Signature: ;/JJL~ f flQJ1i\1i Date: a.,/ I lf / U) I 'J:.: 
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 LJ Honolulu, HI 96822 LJ (BOB) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 
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Comments or additional infonnation: --------------------------------------------------------
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Signatur~ - Date:_'Z__./_l_l.J_,/_} ..... =1-_____ _ 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 lJ (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 
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Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 
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City: __ t<:_....,._· l_v_"'--_____ State: H :Z: Zip: 4 h Z 3?':( Phone Number:------------
Em~~--------_... _____________________________ _ 

Comments or additional information: ------------------------
Signature: ~····~'------. Date: 2.-/t '-f /t r: 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 lJ Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: _ _....M __ ~_~_. I\_. _\_(\U----11:r(\..,.__._ ___________ _ 

Home Address: . . . . _______ ................. ------......................... ___ ........ --------------------------------
CI ty: ~&Vv\W\ State: \\1 Zip: 1\lt t l li Phone Number.__...._ __ -----------

Email: --~--~-----"T"l,........ ........ --------------------------------------------
C om men ts or additional information: -----------------------------------------

Signature: ~ ~ • Date:_11\,....._V:\+--\~fr:......-----
By signing t~is~onsent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 CJ Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: ..... Lct ...... .,._-;,,,V-r<A ...... ~----'~ ....... t\ ..... W ...... \t .. ..::a.d°'--------------
Home Address: ~--------_._ ........ _____________________________________ _ 
City: lY \ \"1 let1j J State: J±.L Zip: q 0~{ Phone Number:-----~-
Email: ____ .... - _ _....,......,......._...._ ........ ____ ........_ ____________ ---...;.....;__;.__;. _ __;. ____ _ 

Comments or additional information: ----------------------------------------
Signature: ---::+-1:+-Jr-fb+-:i~---""'-------- Date: ?(tlf/ /ft 
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Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name:_1?-...... · _;_c_/_~ __ .~_J_~P_-wt1. __ ·~--· ----------
Home Address:_ ....... ____ ,...,.. __ __,,---..,,.---------------

City: [:bY1 · .. . State: ill Zip: If' (p O / Cf Phone Number. ___ ....__ __ _ 

Email=-------------------------------
Comments or additional information: ____________________ _ 

Signature: ( ~ .oC',, .:e Jt;;;i;z Date: 'Z ft 'fh 1 
By signing tis form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (BOB} 956~3574 iJ uhmbreathealoha@gmall.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manas 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: :JO v e{ at\. J h e /IL/ 
Home Address: ~----+------------'---------------------------------~ 
City: S OJ1 f2-0fl1 0Q State: ..(fr:_ Zip,;__ O,j 5 f Z-Phone Number:---'-' ~+::..,.c,''---'-' ..a;;t::;._..........:;..< .... ,_,_, __ 

Email:--+--____ ........_---.......,-· ......... --....·_,.....__._~----......... --------------
Comments or additional information: ___________________ --

Signature: 4dJ~ Date: Q_ w-1 I n 
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: fsr\~ \orr~.S 
Home Address: __________ ___. ........ __________________________________ _ 

City: 1;'1'-vJv.w.. State: C,A Zip: 11 la \ '.:( Phone Number: ----........:...-.....a'-'--'""----"-----

Email: __ .._.. ......... __ ~....._.......,,..._-+-------......... --------------------------------
Comments or additional information:-------------------------------------------

- -
Signature: ~ ·4tvllJ4 < Date:__,Jo:....:./ ...... /U_,_/_17 ____ _ 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956~3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking. including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: ~I m4:C,t W <U &YYLCU!) 
Home Address: _____ .......... __... _____________________________ _ 

City: 1$A.\ \l,lfl StatetB.[:; Zip: t?J\QtaY: Phone Number:_.........------=--

Email: -_.;....,""'"' ......... ~-...---'"-""-L,,,,;;;;.;....:~i.:.= ........ '-'-........ .o:...;;;..;;....:a--------------
Comments or additional information: ____________________ _ 

Signature: ~Cl-=-= Date: '02-- ( l 4 ( 11--
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (BOB) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: __ A ............... ~-'-t\-....... \ ....... g. ___ l_) ..._K __ l(A __ f-t_M_ll-_N ______ _ 
Home Address: __ _............,......___.__,_.,._,_..._ ___ ~.....:..----..._..;;;.._ ___________ _ 

City: H Ubl OL ll[ d State: I::\: ( Zip: cl b R bf. Phone Number: - - --
Email: ____ -"""..,....-~i,......f""""""'i--.._............., ___ _.__ ___________________ _ 

Comments or additional information:---------------------

Signature: As/vv-t Date: 1--:li 4 / 1 :t: 
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 LJ (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: fie_j£tL ~Z&,.,a{0 
Home Address: _ _..__,.. ________ ......, ________________ _ 

City: Hlr#JAAl State: f-{f Zip: _____ Phone Number:----'--=--'--------

Email: __ _,_ __ .......,,_. .................................... ........_ _ _._..._.:.=.. ...... ----------------

Comments or additional information: ----------------------

Signature: -:f¢?4cd~ Date: Z/ I ~( I f 
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u {808) 956-3574 U uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: 00~! ~ \ tOI\.R AH-cv1S?OY1 
Home Address: --'"""--'"'---' ................... ...i....+-.......:;..;:;+-<-...;.....;:-':-------------------
City: tllY\i\ 1 J )IA State: H I Zip: q & ~ f {o Phone Number: ---------
Email:_ ......... _.;..........,.. ......... -+-........ ...._ ....... ....._......,....._.......,......,_ __________________ _ 

Comments or additional information:---------------------

Signature: Date: __ 1-+. __.__._,__......._ ____ _ 

By signing this form, I consent have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D LJ Honolulu, HI 96822 LJ (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name:--;..,~J{.'""".p,""""~ .............. ·----'~~\.._0....,·kM1'------'----------------
Home Address:__,,_~--~----------------------

Clty: l t-1)\8V'tW--- State: ~l_ Zip: .°f {o]Cju Phone Number.-------

Email: ,, vx, .. , , , , 6 , 'l=:, ,,... v1 xv,,_,, c \t'l,i" l.. \-~· • -

Comments or additional information: ____________________ _ 

Signature~..;;:;;:?~?\ Date•-~-\~-/7 ...... !_._J :} ___ _ 
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 LJ Honolulu, HI 96622 u (BOB) 956-3574 LJ uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organizatfon at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: M iroric!o )µ f le n 
Home Address: r )I I ( - r r X }', - h • r 

City: .Jde{t\:7f u_ lu ,_._ 1 Stat~: ±ff: Zip: vJ bJ{;, 2.,2.- Phone Number:-------

Email:__....r.+-""'""""":........=---------=-----------------------
Comments or additional information: ---------------------
Signature:~ Date: ~b-('i,u:f7 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support( 

SIGN THE PETITION 

PrlntedName: __ LJM __ ~_Vld_}!_d_~--·---------
Home Address: . , - , • , . . , ··o1o u 

City: \mov1v/V State:__ftl_Zip: q"!;~f4 Phone Number: ____________ __ 

Email: ___ --+-'"--=---'---= ....... ~-=......_.....,_......._""-----------------
Comments or additional information: ---------------------
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Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: A.Ao.Lu:l~ A)...tM-Ll.-
Home Address: __________________________________ _ 

City: .\-1 ll\.to {v.. \ v-- State: H \ Zip: q & 2'l-"1 Phone Number.__,""-"---'------

Email: _____ . __ ."""'-"'~·-··-·-------------------------------------

Comments or additional information:---------------------

Signature: Date: __ (}1..,,__._{ I_Lf,,,__/ _'la_l , _____ _ 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 LJ Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manos 
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Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: Wt.J.,CIJ}° 1ollni3 
Home Address=--------------a-+------------------
City: \~-rwlvlu\ State: \tL Zip: q1t,}7..,{.f Phone Number:------------
Email: ____ ......... '--_ _..... _______ .......... ____________________ _ 

Comments or additional Information: ____________________ _ 

Signature: ~Ll Date: _D_i.._./l_..L1,,_..fl_1------
~ H 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 LJ uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 
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Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: 7.oyq b·\g rah 
Home Address:_.;;.--'':......;.'.;;.." _. -·-·---· "-+--+-~--------------------
City: \tVfl O h,t J vi State: ·\tl- Zip: 3 ~ ~'2,l, Phone Number. ____________ _ 

Email: ______ __,,..._ ______________________ _ 

Comments or additional information: ------------------------
Signature: tt ¥ Date: 0 2-f I '-1 l 201 ( 

By signing filrm. I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (BOB) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the Univers#y of Hawai'i at Manca 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking. including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: _Tun .......... ........_. ..... ~-ill--· -:W--r,,......n ...... Q,.,() __ c_ol __ A_.7_-e: __________ _ 
Home Address:_.... ______ ....__ _________ ....... _ __.........,. ........ ______________ _ 

City: ,J-:(anMAM 1.Astate: N 1 Zip: 9 <oruc Ph_one Number: _________ ____ 

Emai~----------........... .....a-............. """'eo-_...""""""'"""""f--------------------
Comments or additional information:------------------------

Signature: ~ Date: 8:::/ / !-:{ /I"} 
By signing this fo~t to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the hannful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: £:ie .\ \ (). \)Qj kZ, fA dJU\:: 
Home Address: -------~---+---....----..._-----------------------------------
City: t:W:t\6J A A,\\\ State: J:!L Zip: 'J & X Z 7 Phone Number: --'--'--"---................. ---"--=-.a-· 

Email: __ .:.;....;+--'-',=-.a....,l;=.......,=:..a....---.::"""""'"'-..;;._,-----------------------------
Comments or additional information: ---------------------------------------
Signature: zfef'ltU,~ Date: 2 /1 y/ If 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha Is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: hi ( t?l (A MtJ\ r1i V'"\ 

Home Address=------------------------------
City: i-h:1V'l ol v1 I v1 State: ~ Zip: t.f l.?8< i Phone Number._-_________ __ 

Email: - . - . 

Comments or additional information: ---------------------------
Signature: ff t;(\~ Date: _tr_/'-1'-.-t...;;/_1J_,__ ______ _ 

z;~ 
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha Is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: lA 1'uVl"1 G:1 lJ\Acl t-'J "jl1 q\ 

Home Address: ~------------------------------------------------------
City: \.\.ono\v,\u State: \.\ \ Zip: Cflofb\::\- Phone Number: -----------------
Email: ~------------------------------------------------------------
Comments or additional information:-----------------------------------------

Signature:~~ Date: D~I~ IW\\o 
By signing this for::::.:his petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956¥3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Home Address: . . - - - -. ---........... -------------------------~~~~~~---
City: \\r)~~\\\\\\ State: -\\ \ ZiP.: qltfort Phone Number._. _______ _ 

Email: _______ __,,,_...__ __ -'-''----------------------

Comments or additional information: ---------------------
Signature~a!'-~ Date: b1,,'r\4 rn-

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 LJ {808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy Leaming environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: \ (7\ \J Y l\ fl (Wl C{) 
Home Address: ___ ...._......,. ........ ______________________ _ 

City*1lro\ll\\ 1 State::\::f:kZip: 9CB2'l 
,. - - IL • \ 

Phone Number: . ......... ---~-------
Email: ....a.+ ................. ..__.....___._........,...__._ ......... __.. ........ _____________________ _ 

Comments or additional information: ____________________ _ 

Date: 2/ )1/}] r, 
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 lJ (808) 956-3574 CJ uhmbreathaaloha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: (,;:e fu 5n 1b \ 9 
Home Address:-+->-.......____.___......_. ......... ._..........,.._..._ ........ ________________ _ 

City: fegd Cf A 1\ State: .\.{1__ Zip: 9 b]i PS Phone Number: ..... 1 ................................... _.... ........... ....__ 

Email:~.......,..,_.,_""'--......._""'""""==+'-""-'..u.<.---------------------
Comments or additional infonnation: --------------------------
Signature: ~L;c; .5 ..;.;.::?=: Oate: _;2_/_llf_/_...,l 7 _____ _ 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Msnoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name:_~_a:o __ a_O ..... lqft1.....-_0_h _______________ _ 

Home Address: -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
City:~ State: lift Zip: cU ~ 1f ' 

Phone Number:-------------------

Email:-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Comments or additional information: ---------------------------------------------------------

Signature:~ Date: l/ /l{ I 16 
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 LJ Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manos 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name:_G_\_e'r\_h ___ )J....._CX ___ " ........ J-\J:_C\ ...... b~n ....... __________ _ 
HomeAddress=--------------.---------------

City: \:\::"iro\u \u State: \:::\l ~ip: qG,g \] Phone Number: ______ _ 

Email:__,.,-...., ................. - ........ ..-.. ................ .-.......... =--------------------
Comments or additional information: ____________________ _ 

Signature: jj~ vo.Jd -1ralt;;l;A Date: Z/ \l\/1] 
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956~3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'I at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

City:__. ....... -t-.......... _._'"""':,,~ 

Email:-,........,. ............... -....""""==~__. ......... ........,. .......... .....::.....;:"""""'....._ ________________ _ 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha Is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: Pnoe\'.Je \::. ,rn 
Home Address: 

~ ........... ____________________________________________________ __ 
City: \-\ 0 V\O \ \). \ ~ State: I:\ \ Zip: q b e I q Phone Number.~-'-----------------

Emai~~·-'-_.;....----~.._------------------------------------------------~ 

Comments or additional information: --------------------------------------------
Date: 'Z./ 14/ 1 l 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 U Honolulu, Hl 96822 LJ (808} 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking. including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: ___ A __ \'.lS,___~_Y)....._ __ {£;-'\1\--c;, ___ 'f-__ ct"-------------------
Home Address: ---------------------------------------------------------
City: fki•'.'Ql0lu- State: l.\-\ Zip: 1 b't;, 'Z5 Phone Number.""'""'""--=-'----'--"'-..__..._ ____ _ 
Email: ______________ ""'-------........,,_..........,"'---____________________________________ _ 

Comments or additional information:-----------------------------------

Signature: ___ ~---~---~-=--~--tl-'<::: ___ · _____ Date:_Z _____ /i ....... /_l{,._/..._(1: ___ _ 
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road. Room 313D LJ Honolulu, HI 96822 IJ (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-dgarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: ____ fl ....... l.;;,..,,._(t:h?.....___r_-+-ee~:lf'-r _________ _ 
Home Address: _____________ '"""""-1,........._-f+-___ _... ____ .......... ____ _ 

City: :\:{,@\~ L.,. .• State: J:.4_ Zip: _b) ____ '1i_:z6-"""-- Phone Number: __,~ ..... ......__7_,,._1~· ... ,__+1 ""''-''---

Email: ---=....:.l:..&..I ...... --+r-+e~""""·-:.·---•.:;._• _,.__,_.....;:,,=...,. ______________ _ • I >:::::::::} 

ft \ll4A (cl he Comments or additional information: __ ...l,..,.l.__-=--~'"'"--..;;....:..--=...;=~..:....L.,;~___:;,.__ __ _ 

1f ckofeotf 
Date: Signature: 7,JJA/4, 1/i!iGz, 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimon 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 U uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 

>. 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: John (btV \ £cif0\I j V\ 
Home Address: _____ ........ ........, .................... ...._ ___ ......._ _________________ _ 

City: W Ci\ i p t:f k} U State: l1 \ Zip: q U 1 q 1 Phone Number. __ .;......o.... ____ _..... ___ _ 

Email:-+T""""'-'-.&.=...-..;;..__;...;,_.... ......... _=------------------------
Comments or additional information: ~------------------------
Signature:~i,.:::.+-\-:~~~----------Date: O·'/, { 14 (q 

By signi , I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 lJ Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i st Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: \JeJV, c 1y 
HomeAddress: ............... -++~'---'-.;......;=--------------------------------------------
City: ka n ,;1 f u j State: fO_ Zip: 1& 112 Phone Number: -----------------
Em~l:..,.....P...,_._""-'"'--"<c-c------'-......... __.___;...a:;..a;_.;. ________________________________________ ~ 

Comments or additional information: ------------------------------------------

Signature: Date: ___.1"-f{-'1'""'¥-1--"U.......,;.\ }.....__ ____ _ 

By signing this rm, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Haw~i tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 U uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the Universfty of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name:·\~ ~~ 
Home Address=-----------------------------

City: ~~lv.,\'A._ State: .fil__ Zip: qc(tJz,. 1..- Phone Number.--------
Email: ___ ___. ____ .......... ~......__ ........ -. ______________________ _ 

Comments or additional information:---------------------

Signa 

onsent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy teaming environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: \l{lV\Zif?(A fbh ~ 
Home t?~ress: , _, ~ . _ , 

City: {lt>VlA\lJUlA_ ,... 1State:~Zip: q])i'l'L-,PhoneNumber: _____ _ 

Email: __ _.... ___ __,,_ ...... ...:.........:........-.-->..:.:..;----------------------
Comments or additional information: --------------------------
Signature: ~A A {J-: A A Date: d- - ll-( r ?-b fl 

By signing this form, t':nsJi~ve this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@grnail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manas 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking. including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: _._]2_V\_\.-J..J _C{_V"\_V\_---'-N_-e:_q_\ ___________ _ 
Home Address: 
O~~~l~--·-··-~-S-:-~-·~--Z-ip-:--~--q-z-5~~-.-ho_n_e_N-um_b_e-~------~ 

Email: v . 7f , . • , 

Comments or additional information:---------------------

Signature: :~ /t,.;,L Date: '1.. L 11::f. LI? , 7 I 
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public tl!stimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manos 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name:_~~-------3v..._ . .....___7X ....... ~-----------------
Home Address=-----------------------------
City: Na..-.' f .....-~ State: Hf Zip: It;. I &-5 Phone Number: 

____... ' A ---------

Email: x -= - - ~ M . 
Comments or additional info~o:== ____________________ _ 

Signature~: .:::::::::::;::~~~~~~~~::s:;::~--Date: cJ ~ ~//:;r 
By signing this f sent to have thii" 1tion submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: j<a,noJoni ~1 te!\0:5 

Home Address: ------------~--~--------------------
City: fi1H"I State:i1i Zip: q <-81£ Phone Number._........a;._ ___ ...__ __ 

Email: ---------------------------------------------
Comments or additional information: ____________________ _ 

Signature: --~;K.11:......;.__...;..;;;....;;_"""'""'111,---=-...--- Date: '- J 't 14 
By signing this rm, I consent to ha his petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 lJ {808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manaa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking. including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: K C.. y I t e. £._ C< Pu J 

Home Address: _______ ___,...._ ____________________ _ 

City: [A) c..i /Cti I QC,... State: \11- Zip: 4 £91-38 Phone Number. ___ . ---~------
Email: __________ ........, _____________________ _ 

Comments or additional information: ____________________ _ 

Signature: & ~ Date: .Z.,. / l vf /11-
By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 LI Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: P 'i l'ii "' E f I 

Home Address: _____ .'"""_""--.------· -----------------------
City: /c.~ (c> ~, State: tfl: Zip: ':1 C Tl/ Y Phone Number. ________ __,__.;..,,;., ____ _ 

Email: __________ ........ ...._..., ............ -..... -· ..... · ..... ---=------------------------
Comments or additional information: _____________________ _ 

Signature: _ ..... ~ ......... --~-------------Date: _L-_/_,_u_(_t __ ? ____ _ 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 U Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'I at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: Au.5J:rt> Ch O lf 
Home Address: __ .......... ___ ....__ __ ...._ __ .................... --------------------------------------
City: ~\c.tlL{_ State: .f-tl Zip: li{_(Rff'2,(_ Phone Number:_......_..........,_..........._.....__ __ 

Email: ___________ _.__. __ ..._..__-------------------------------

Comments or additional Information: -----------------------------------------
Signature: QJUrftM/ ~ Date: _1-/i........._(_lf_/(_] ____ _ 

By signing this form, I consenflo~ave this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: A&,ra \<hn:sh\tf.t 
Home Address: -----------------------------------------------------------
City:. \::\::,tQ\wu State: \jl Zip: C.VAb 21- Phone Number:--=--_....._...."'"""'-....___ 

WY rcsc\.>XCeS C\Vo..{ "'2.h\...\ \ \• 
S gnafure: ets.::}-- --- Date: --1l .... l~--4 ........ 1J.__ ______ _ 

By signing ™.1 consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 LJ Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808} 956-3574 LJ uhmbreathealoha@gmaU.com 

Breathe Aloha Is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahalo for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: __ j_~ _____ ph.__......__~_' t_1r_5 ____________ _ 

Home Address=----------------------------
City: \l.-4 -~ State: tti, Zip: ~6 )JY Phone Number: 

_,_ ___________ _ 

Signature: ~ 9'. /JJiA Date: '(I J iy 
By signing 1:rrn. I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbrealhealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name:_K_~_~ ___ M_Cl_ed_lO--_______________ _ 
Home Address: ------------------.......... ------------------------------------------
City: fu\ti r.N (A State: H \ Zip: %1 \ i..- Phone Number: ------------------
Email: ------------------~------------------------------------------
Comments or additional information:-----------------------------------------

Signature: ~ "- ,~ Date: J.-ll~ IV\1 
By signing this f~m, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Raad, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u {808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealaha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

PrintedName:__._-'1 ........ v ___ re.e._I_:\-_0 -_E_u_';tt ____ i _________ _ 

:.• i;~,\! llJ. ' ' s::; ~ Zip7 ''{ f;~ @' Ph~n~ N'umber. ............ _____ _ 

Emai~-.,..,""'---.=....+a-.....,.__;.'-'----"'"""--------------------------------------------~ 
Comments or additional information: _________________________ _ 

By signin his form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawal'i at Manos 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: __ \{_,_a_m ____ p_-ft_'2 __ M _____________ _ 
Home Address: ________ _..__-'-__._.__ __________________ _ 

City. ttONo\\J\\) State: .H1:_Zip: C\Efb\1" Phone Number: ----'"""-.......... -aa...--

Comments or additional information: ------------------------
Signature: i';)!~ Date: _~ ...... / ............ 1 L.J...:..+-/ .... \ ,-. _____ _ 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 lJ Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: tY' ~- ko..... vJ \\AIA,4 
Home Address: ______ ......_.,____,_ ____________________ _ 

City: lto\r:\-l Vll. 14:'( State:~ Zip:, £l8:ci V f Phone Number. __ .;;...._.......__...__ __ 

Email: ><T- .... · - I "5i<.J M 'OJ Pl J - • 

Comments or additional information: ---------------------- ) 
Signature: i~ Date: f-eh~ f Lf r 2 0 /7 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 LI (BOB) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha Is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawal'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: I G!i\Clh \f{ogerwrctf\ 
Home Address: _____________________ ....,,.. _____ ___ 

City: Wi,\\'\\cwJf\ State: ttf Zip: '~ltii0o Phone Number: _____ ..__ ____ _ 
Email: ______________________________ _ 

Comments or additional information:---------------------

Signature: W 1[JA.1 t,_j ~ Date: __ 1.,,_1~_-_l_, ______ _ 
By signing this form, I co~e this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

PrintedNam~~~-V~n~~~~~~~~o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Home Address: -~~~~~~-----------------------------------------~ 
City: IN 0. h { QAN[l State: \t} Zip: £lb l i 6 Phone Number. __ ~-------------

Emai~---------t----------..+---a.._,._.....;_-.;..~~--~------------------------~ 

Comments or additional information: ----------------------------------------
Date:_O_~_Jq_!z ___ D/_7 __ _ 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D LJ Honolulu, HI 96822 U (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: S Al);) tnl.f\-; l l2. . l'v'\_:i:_ 2 fr S \l\-. Tb 
Hom, ~ddress: • ._.. ""t; . · - ... , 1 , 

City:tto ~or;4, Stat~a Zip: ?j(,~2b:, 
K >:&< .._ -L:::::a 

PhoneNumbJJ~----;:i.;;;.._-----_. 

- :::+::::: I 

Email: -=--.,;,,__-t--r"'-" ................. ---""-¥~~......,.__, ...... -_,....---.,,,.._--,-_..,..-----,t--a, ......... -t--t--:n-r-,1 

By signing this form, I consent to have is petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the Universffy of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: __ y\.A._{._\ __ E ___ p_l _{_,._y _______________ _ 

Home Address:_--><:...;,_ ____ _..,:.,...;,_ ____________________ _ 

City: Ht,"'.., /u [..1 State: H ( Zip: q 6 5 2 z. Phone Number. __________ _ 

Email: _______________________________ _ 

Comments or additional information: -----------------------------
Signature: ____ ___:::::=--=-_____ { ___ / __ 1 "'_. ___ Date: ___ z_/_'_,.__, _/_~ '-----

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as pubUc testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 LJ (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no Longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy Leaming environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking. including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: _____ H_a._N_N_CJ..h _____ fl_iq_O... _____________ _ 
Home Address: _ __. ____________ ...__,;;_--'-_,_.""-------------------

City: f:\ONOlU lU State: l+I: Zip: C,,G;B 7J:O Phone Number: ______ ....__ 

Email: -""""----........... -+---------t----------------------
Comments or additional information: ---------------------------
Signature: rn « "".£c -J..--;.._ Date: _'2._/_1_1 ..... /_1_:f ____ _ 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manos 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: __ c_·_, .. _/e_e_11 __ J?._o_i_D ___________________ _ 

Home Address: _ __..___........., ______ _,_. _______________ __ 
City: f-1 uAvl,.A1,, State: H-:t Zip: q 6 816" Phone Number: _______ _ 

Email: _________________________________ __ 

Comments or additional information: __ (;?_C7_C?_· _h_h_Pn_Jc_J _J_v7_1_! _______ _ 

Signature: A('Jir? Date: __ z...,1,_/_1 '1....,1,_/_17 _____ _ 

By signing this form, I consent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 313D IJ Honolulu, HI 96822 U (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manos 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no Longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our Leaming and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

Printed Name: J\\1{iW\~ 

SIGN THE PETITION 

t>\ 1 \W-e.v\ 
- ' . 

Home Address: ___ ;.,.;;:;. _ __.,,i)-+.=--_.=;........,.¥J.,,1...-------------------------
C.ity: fu ho\v.\l.l State: \t\ Zip: '{,{a~ \(o Phone Number:--------

Email: ·. .. . 

Comments or additional information: -----------------------------
Signature: ~~~~:---.:..~~'--"i:---+----Date: t, f I it. / l-=t' 

By signing t · sent o have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 
University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 u (808) 956~3574 o uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawal'i at Manoa 



Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: tvl,i\ Q..MJ... 'ilei'a<.K~ 

HomeAddress: =··--·· • · ---·>-< rr· l"XT7U l<PQ/Y} ·- ··>< .., ~ ... x --

City: l:io:@\u,u1 State: th Zip: q,1424'l- Phone Number: ___ ~ __ ........_ ____ _____ 

Email=-----..,,,-,,---------------------------
Comments or additional information: ____________________ _ 

J!(l:.Cl:LJ~~&:S:....:._ _____ Date: O'J../t ':L/2D13: 
his form, I c nsent to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 lJ (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Brea.f"e ai.o"a 
Make our UH System Campuses Tobacco-Free! 

Dear Legislator, 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can increase risk 
for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school 
on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai'i 
students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and 
working environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. 
Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and 
they can seriously compromise our health. 

Please help us to promote positive health practices and protect University of Hawaii students, 
employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and other potentially harmful substances 
by prohibiting smoking, including the use of e-cigarettes, and tobacco use on University of Hawaii 
Premises. 

Mahala for your support! 

SIGN THE PETITION 

Printed Name: A\exondrc.. -;:5e,mes 
Home Address:--=--------------------........ .......;;;;--------------------

aty: ;\\oodu\u Sta~e: t\I,. Zip: qtt,S' l L Phone Number:_.__.....;;.._.........._,-=-__.___;,. __ 

Email: ..... JC,, • .,._ r ·-=- ,- • J'' x--. - I ><r T, 

Comments or additional information: ____________________ _ 

Signature: 'A Date: _.Z_-_l_4 __ -_\_7 _____ _ 
By signing this form, I c ~nt to have this petition submitted as public testimony on bills that affect 

University of Hawaii tobacco-free policy 

2600 Campus Road, Room 3130 u Honolulu, HI 96822 U (808) 956-3574 u uhmbreathealoha@gmail.com 

Breathe Aloha is a Registered Independent Organization at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa 



Date:   February 24, 2017 

  

To: The Honorable Gilbert S. C. Keith-Agaran, Chair 

 The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 

Members of the Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 

  

From:   University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa Lifesaver Club 

  

Re: Strong Support for SB 134, Relating to the University of Hawaii 

  

Hrg: February 27, 2017 at 10:00 am at Conference Room 016 

 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in SUPPORT of SB 134 which urges the State 

of Hawai‘i to prohibit smoking and tobacco use, including the use of electronic smoking devices, 

by any person on the premises of the University of Hawai‘i.  

 

The primary focus of the Lifesaver Club at the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa is to assist the 

Blood Bank of Hawaiʻi in efforts to provide a safe and adequate supply of blood for Hawaiʻi’s 

growing blood needs. In addition, we work alongside the University Health Services Mānoa 

Health Promotion Program as partners in an effort to create a more healthy learning 

community. 

 

According to the American Nonsmokers’ Rights Foundation, as of January 2, 2017, 1,757 college 

and university campuses are 100% smoke free, with 1,468 of those campuses being 100% 

tobacco free and 1,331 also prohibiting the use of e-cigarettes. The Lifesaver Club strongly 

believes in the need to protect UH Mānoa students, faculty, staff, and visitors from the 

undeniably harmful effects of exposure to secondhand smoke.  

 

We strongly support life-saving measures such as SB 134 because of the positive impact it 

would have on the overall health and wellness of the University of Hawaiʻi campuses.  

 

Mahalo on behalf of the UH Mānoa Lifesaver Club, 

 

 

Stormy Dodge, Graduate Chair 
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2530 San Pablo Avenue, Suite J • Berkeley, California 94702 • (510) 841-3032 / FAX (510) 841-3071 

www.no-smoke.org • anr@no-smoke.org 

   
 

Defending your right to breathe smokefree air since 1976 

Smokefree and Tobacco-Free U.S. and Tribal Colleges and Universities  
January 2, 2017 

 

 
There are now at least 1,757 100% smokefree campus sites.  

Of these, 1,468 are also 100% tobacco-free, 1,331 also prohibit  
e-cigarette use, 652 also prohibit hookah use, and 109 also prohibit 

smoking/vaping marijuana. 
 

  
The following three lists include colleges and universities with entirely smokefree campus sites 
(both indoors and outdoors) at a minimum (additional 100% protections -- E-cigarettes, 
hookah, and/or marijuana -- are indicated where applicable): 
 

1. American Indian/Alaska Native Colleges Requiring 100% Smokefree Campuses  
2. U.S. State Laws Requiring 100% Smokefree Campuses 
3. All: Both lists above, plus U.S College/University 100% Smokefree Campus Policies 

 
Visit our Smokefree Colleges & Universities resource page at http://www.no-
smoke.org/colleges.html for more information. To learn about our specific qualification criteria, 
see our Tip Sheet: http://no-smoke.org/pdf/CollegeCampusCriteriaTipsheetFinal.pdf. 
 

 
American Indian and Alaska Native Sovereign Tribal Policies Requiring 100% Smokefree 

Campuses, Indoors and Out  
(T = also 100% Tobacco-Free; E = also E-cigarette-Free; H = also Hookah-Free) 

 
Fort Peck Community College (2 campuses) - T 
Leech Lake Tribal College  - T E 
Oglala Lakota College  - T  
Sinte Gleska University  - T  
United Tribes Technical College  - T E H 
 

 

 
U.S. State Laws Requiring 100% Smokefree Campuses, Indoors and Out  

(T = also 100% Tobacco-Free; E = also E-cigarette-Free; H = also Hookah-Free) 
 

Arkansas, Public Institutions only  - E  
Illinois, Public Institutions only - E H 
Iowa, Both Public and Private Institutions 
Louisiana, Public Institutions only 
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands - T E 

 

 

http://www.no-smoke.org/colleges.html
http://www.no-smoke.org/colleges.html
http://no-smoke.org/pdf/CollegeCampusCriteriaTipsheetFinal.pdf
http://www.fpcc.edu/pdf/Tobacco%20Free%20Campus.pdf
http://lltc.edu/download/commercial-tobacco-free-policy/
http://www.olc.edu/~cdelong/ppm/52-100.pdf
http://www.sintegleska.edu/uploads/1/1/3/8/11384118/student_handbook.pdf
http://www.uttc.edu/sites/default/files/docs/handbook_2015_2016.pdf


All campuses below are 100% smokefree inside and out, at minimum. Additional coverage is coded as: 

E:   E-cigarette use prohibited anywhere on campus.

T:   100% tobacco free campus, including non-combustibles.

M:  Smoking/vaping marijuana prohibited anywhere on campus.

H:   Hookah use prohibited anywhere on campus.

State Name

Additional

Coverage Policy

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000001.pdfAlabama Alabama State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000002.pdfCalhoun Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000792.pdfCentral Alabama Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000004.pdfFaulkner University 

Heritage Christian University T E XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000006.pdfHuntingdon College H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000003.pdfJ.F. Drake State Community and Technical College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000007.pdfJudson College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000008.pdfNorthwest-Shoals Community College (2 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000009.pdfOakwood University T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000010.pdfSnead State Community College (2 campuses) T E 

Southern Union State Community College (3 campuses) T E M H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000011.pdfStillman College T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000012.pdfTroy University (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000013.pdfTuskegee University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000014.pdfUniversity of South Alabama (2 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000015.pdfWallace State Community College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000016.pdfAlaska Alaska Bible College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000017.pdfAlaska Bible Institute T M 

Alaska Christian College T E H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000019.pdfWayland Baptist University - Anchorage T 

Arizona A.T Still University - Mesa T E XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000021.pdfArizona Western College (10 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000022.pdfEmbry-Riddle Aeronautical University - Prescott Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000023.pdfMaricopa Community College District (10 campuses) T E 
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State Name

Additional

Coverage Policy

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfArkansas Public institutions in Arkansas are listed below; all are required to be 

100% smokefree campuses under state law. E-cigarette protections 
were added in 2015. Private institutions with 100% smokefree 
campus policies are also listed, if any. Any private institution with a 
100% tobacco-free campus, or public institution with a 100% tobacco-
free campus (stronger than state law requirements), is indicated with 
a "T".

E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfArkansas Northeastern College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfArkansas State University (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfArkansas Tech University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfBlack River Technical College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfCollege of the Ouachitas E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfCossatot Community College of the University of Arkansas E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfEast Arkansas Community College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfHenderson State University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfMid-South Community College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000025.pdfNational Park College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000443.pdfNorth Arkansas College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000444.pdfNorthwest Arkansas Community College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000026.pdfOuachita Baptist University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000445.pdfOzarka College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000446.pdfPhillips Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfPulaski Technical College (6 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfRich Mountain Community College E 

Shorter College T E H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfSouth Arkansas Community College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfSoutheast Arkansas College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfSouthern Arkansas University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000452.pdfSouthern Arkansas University Tech T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000451.pdfUniversity of Arkansas - Fayetteville T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000450.pdfUniversity of Arkansas - Fort Smith T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Arkansas - Little Rock (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Arkansas - Monticello E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Arkansas - Pine Bluff E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Arkansas Community College at Batesville E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Arkansas Community College at Hope (2 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000449.pdfUniversity of Arkansas Community College at Morrilton T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000448.pdfUniversity of Arkansas Criminal Justice Institute T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Central Arkansas E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000027.pdfArkansas University of the Ozarks T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000028.pdfCalifornia Cabrillo College (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000029.pdfCalifornia State University - Northridge T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000030.pdfCalifornia State University - Sonoma T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000753.pdfChapman University E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000035.pdfCuyamaca Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000032.pdfEl Camino College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000827.pdfFolsom Lake College (3 campuses) E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000033.pdfFullerton College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000034.pdfGlendale Community College District (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000035.pdfGrossmont Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000035.pdfGrossmont-Cuyamaca Community College District (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000036.pdfImperial Valley College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000037.pdfLaney College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000038.pdfLoma Linda University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000039.pdfMiraCosta College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000289.pdfNortheastern University - Silicon Valley Campus H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000684.pdfNorthwest University - Sacramento Campus T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000040.pdfPalomar College (6 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000041.pdfPasadena City College (4 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000042.pdfPoint Loma Nazarene University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000849.pdfReedley College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000755.pdfSacramento City College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000043.pdfSan Diego Community College District (3 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000045.pdfSan Jose State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000046.pdfSanta Barbara City College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000047.pdfSanta Clara University (2 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000048.pdfSanta Rosa Junior College/Sonoma County Community College 

District (5 campuses)
T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000049.pdfSierra College/Sierra Joint Community College District (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000051.pdfSolano Community College District (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000052.pdfStanford University Medical School T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000756.pdfUnitek College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000053.pdfUniversity of California, Davis T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000054.pdfUniversity of California, Los Angeles T E H
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000055.pdfCalifornia University of California, Merced T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000056.pdfUniversity of California, San Francisco (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000057.pdfWoodland Community College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000751.pdfYuba College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000058.pdfColorado Colorado Christian University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000059.pdfColorado Mountain College (Dillon, Breckenridge, and Rifle 

Campuses) (3 campuses)
T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000060.pdfDenver School of Nursing T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000600.pdfJohnson & Wales University - Denver Campus T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000061.pdfNortheastern Junior College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000757.pdfUniversity of Colorado Boulder E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000062.pdfUniversity of Colorado Denver, Anschutz Medical Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000063.pdfConnecticut Gateway Community College E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000064.pdfNorwalk Community College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000065.pdfQuinnipiac University - North Haven Campus T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000418.pdfRensselaer Polytechnic Institute - Hartford Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000067.pdfDelaware Delaware State University (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000068.pdfDelaware Technical & Community College (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000069.pdfWidener University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000069.pdfWidener University - Delaware T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000070.pdfFlorida Adventist University of Health Sciences (formerly Florida Hospital 

College of Health) 
T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000071.pdfBethune-Cookman University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000072.pdfBroward College (12 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000073.pdfDaytona State College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000074.pdfEdward Waters College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000075.pdfEmbry-Riddle Aeronautical University - Daytona Beach T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000787.pdfFlorida Gulf Coast University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000076.pdfFlorida Southwestern State College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000077.pdfFlorida State College at Jacksonville (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000079.pdfHillsborough Community College (8 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000600.pdfJohnson & Wales University - North Miami Campus T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000759.pdfLynn University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000080.pdfMiami Dade College (8 campuses) T 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000081.pdfFlorida Nova Southeastern College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000083.pdfSouth Florida Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000760.pdfSt. Petersburg College (11 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000727.pdfUniversity of Florida Health Science Center (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000087.pdfUniversity of Miami (Coral Gables and Miller School of Medicine 

campuses) (2 campuses)
E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000088.pdfUniversity of South Florida Health T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000089.pdfUniversity of South Florida Sarasota-Manatee T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000090.pdfUniversity of South Florida St. Petersburg H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000761.pdfUniversity of Tampa T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000092.pdfWarner University T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000094.pdfGeorgia Armstrong State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000095.pdfAthens Technical College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000096.pdfAugusta Technical College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000097.pdfCoastal Pines Technical College (formerly Altamaha Technical 

College) (11 campuses)
T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000099.pdfDarton College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000100.pdfEmory University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000101.pdfGeorgia Highlands College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000103.pdfGeorgia Northwestern Technical College (6 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000104.pdfGeorgia Piedmont Technical College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000105.pdfGordon State College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000106.pdfGwinnett Technical College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000107.pdfMorehouse School of Medicine T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000108.pdfPhiladelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, Georgia Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000109.pdfPiedmont College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000110.pdfShorter University (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000111.pdfSouthern Regional Technical College (formerly Southwest Georgia) 

(7 campuses)
T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000114.pdfGuam Guam Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000115.pdfUniversity of Guam T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000728.pdfHawaii Brigham Young University-Hawaii T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000117.pdfIdaho Brigham Young University-Idaho T 

Carrington College, Boise T H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000119.pdfCollege of Southern Idaho E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000120.pdfIdaho College of Western Idaho (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000121.pdfIdaho State University (4 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000122.pdfNorthwest Nazarene University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000763.pdfUniversity of Idaho T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfIllinois Public institutions in Illinois are listed below; all are required to be 

100% smokefree and e-cigarette-free campuses under state law. 
Private institutions with 100% smokefree campus policies are also 
listed, if any. Any private institution with a 100% tobacco-free campus, 
or public institution with a 100% tobacco-free campus (stronger than 
state law requirements), is indicated with a "T".

E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000124.pdfAurora University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000126.pdfBlessing-Rieman College of Nursing 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfCarl Sandburg College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfChicago State University E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfCity Colleges of Chicago (7 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000128.pdfCollege of DuPage T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfCollege of Lake County E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000129.pdfDanville Area Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfEast St. Louis Community College Center E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000130.pdfEastern Illinois University (4 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfElgin Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfGovernors State University E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000131.pdfGreenville College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfHarper College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000132.pdfHeartland Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfIllinois Central College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000134.pdfIllinois Eastern Community Colleges (Frontier, Lincoln Trail, Onley 

Central, Wabash) (4 campuses)
T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000135.pdfIllinois State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfIllinois Valley Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfJohn A. Logan College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfJohn Wood Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfJoliet Junior College (6 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfKankakee Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfKaskaskia College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfKishwaukee College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfLake Land College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfLewis and Clark Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfLincoln Land Community College E H
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000136.pdfIllinois McHenry County College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfMoraine Valley Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfMorton College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfNortheastern Illinois University (5 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfOakton Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000137.pdfOlivet Nazarene University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfParkland College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfPrairie State College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfRend Lake College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfRichland Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfRock Valley College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000138.pdfRush University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000863.pdfSaint Xavier University (2 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSauk Valley Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfShawnee Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSouth Suburban College (2 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSoutheastern Illinois College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSouthern Illinois University Carbondale E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSouthern Illinois University Edwardsville E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSouthwestern Illinois College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSpoon River College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000139.pdfTriton College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfUniversity of Illinois at Chicago E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000141.pdfUniversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfWaubonsee Community College (4 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfWestern Illinois University (2 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000143.pdfWheaton College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000144.pdfIndiana Anabaptist Mennonite Biblical Seminary 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000145.pdfAnderson University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000146.pdfBethel College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000729.pdfFranklin College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000149.pdfGoshen College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000150.pdfGrace College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000151.pdfHuntington University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000152.pdfIndiana Institute of Technology T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000153.pdfIndiana University - East 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000155.pdfIndiana Indiana University - South Bend T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000156.pdfIndiana University - Southeast (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000157.pdfIndiana Wesleyan University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000159.pdfIvy Tech Community College (32 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000164.pdfPurdue University - Calumet E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000165.pdfPurdue University - North Central T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000166.pdfTaylor University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000167.pdfUniversity of Evansville T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000168.pdfUniversity of Indianapolis 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000169.pdfUniversity of Saint Francis T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000170.pdfValparaiso University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfIowa All higher education institutions in Iowa are listed below, because all 

are required to be100% smokefree campuses under state law. Any 
such institutions with 100% tobacco-free policies (stronger than state 
law) are indicated with a "T".

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfAllen College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000173.pdfBriar Cliff University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfBuena Vista University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfCentral College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfClarke University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfCoe College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfCornell College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000175.pdfDes Moines Area Community College (12 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000176.pdfDes Moines University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfDivine Word College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfDordt College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000793.pdfDrake University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfEastern Iowa Community College District (4 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfEmmaus Bible College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfFaith Baptist Bible College and Theological Seminary 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000177.pdfGraceland University T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfGrand View University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfGrinnell College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfHamilton Technical College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000178.pdfHawkeye Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000179.pdfIndian Hills Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfIowa Central Community College 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000180.pdfIowa Iowa Lakes Community College (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000182.pdfIowa Valley Community College District (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfIowa Wesleyan College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfIowa Western Community College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKaplan University - Cedar Falls Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKaplan University - Cedar Rapids Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKaplan University - Davenport 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKaplan University - Des Moines Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKaplan University - Mason City Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKirkwood Community College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000183.pdfLoras College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000184.pdfLuther College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000185.pdfMaharishi University of Management T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000186.pdfMercy College of Health Sciences T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfMorningside College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfMount Mercy University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000187.pdfNorth Iowa Area Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfNortheast Iowa Community College (2 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfNorthwest Iowa Community College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfNorthwestern College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfPalmer College of Chiropractic 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfSimpson College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000189.pdfSoutheastern Community College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000188.pdfSouthwestern Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000190.pdfSt. Ambrose University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfSt. Luke's College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfUniversity of Dubuque 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000814.pdfUniversity of Iowa H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfUniversity of Phoenix - Des Moines Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfUpper Iowa University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfVatterott College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfWaldorf College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfWartburg College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfWartburg Theological Seminary 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000192.pdfWestern Iowa Tech Community College (6 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfWilliam Penn University 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000193.pdfKansas Barclay College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000194.pdfCentral Christian College T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000195.pdfFlint Hills Technical College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000764.pdfFort Hays State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000133.pdfHighland Community College (6 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000850.pdfKansas City Kansas Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000196.pdfKansas Wesleyan University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000197.pdfLabette Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000198.pdfManhattan Christian College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000199.pdfMidAmerica Nazarene University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000200.pdfPittsburg State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000201.pdfPratt Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000202.pdfSalina Area Technical College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000204.pdfKentucky Ashland Community and Technical College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000205.pdfBellarmine University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000206.pdfBluegrass Community & Technical College (9 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000207.pdfElizabethtown Community and Technical College (16 campuses) T E H

Hazard Community and Technical College (5 campuses) T E H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000208.pdfHopkinsville Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000209.pdfKentucky State University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000210.pdfKentucky Wesleyan College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000211.pdfMadisonville Community College Health Sciences Campus T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000212.pdfMaysville Community and Technical College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000213.pdfMorehead State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000214.pdfNorthern Kentucky University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000216.pdfPikeville College T 

Southeast Community and Technical College (5 campuses) T E H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000219.pdfThomas More College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000220.pdfUnion College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000222.pdfUniversity of Louisville (3 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000223.pdfWest Kentucky Community and Technical College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000224.pdfLouisiana Public institutions in Louisiana are listed below; all are required to be 

100% smokefree campuses under state law. Private institutions with 
100% smokefree campus policies are also listed, if any. Any private 
institution with a 100% tobacco-free campus, or public institution with 
a 100% tobacco-free campus (stronger than state law requirements), 
is indicated with a "T".
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000225.pdfLouisiana Baton Rouge Community College (8 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000226.pdfBossier Parish Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000737.pdfCentral Louisiana Technical Community College (7 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000735.pdfDelgado Community College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000228.pdfDillard University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000742.pdfFletcher Technical Community College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000230.pdfGrambling State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000232.pdfLouisiana Delta Community College (8 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000733.pdfLouisiana State University Eunice T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000734.pdfLouisiana State University Shreveport T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000743.pdfLouisiana Tech University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000736.pdfLouisiana Technical Community College System 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000237.pdfLoyola University New Orleans (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000738.pdfLSUHSC New Orleans T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000239.pdfLSUHSC Shreveport 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000241.pdfNicholls State University T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000740.pdfNorthshore Technical Community College (3 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000741.pdfNorthwest Louisiana Technical College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000242.pdfNorthwestern State University (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000744.pdfNunez Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000243.pdfOur Lady of the Lake College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000245.pdfRiver Parishes Community College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000745.pdfSouth Central Louisiana Technical College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000746.pdfSouth Louisiana Community College (8 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000248.pdfSouthern University System (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000748.pdfSOWELA Technical Community College, Lake Charles (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000250.pdfTulane University (6 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000749.pdfUniversity of Louisiana at Monroe T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000252.pdfUniversity of New Orleans T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000253.pdfXavier University of Louisiana T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000254.pdfMaine Colby College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000255.pdfHusson University (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000256.pdfKennebec Valley Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000257.pdfSaint Joseph's College of Maine T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000788.pdfUniversity of Maine at Augusta (11 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000259.pdfUniversity of Maine at Farmington T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000258.pdfMaine University of Maine, Orono T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000260.pdfUniversity of New England (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000261.pdfUniversity of Southern Maine (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000855.pdfYork County Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000262.pdfMaryland Anne Arundel Community College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000263.pdfCarroll Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000264.pdfCecil College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000265.pdfChesapeake College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000268.pdfHagerstown Community College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000269.pdfHarford Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000270.pdfMaryland Bible College and Seminary T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000272.pdfMorgan State University E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000273.pdfPrince George's Community College (4 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000275.pdfTowson University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000724.pdfWashington Adventist University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000765.pdfMassachusetts Bentley University E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000277.pdfBerkshire Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000278.pdfBoston University Medical Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000279.pdfBridgewater State University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000280.pdfBristol Community College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000282.pdfEmmanuel College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000283.pdfHarvard Kennedy School 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000284.pdfHarvard Longwood Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000285.pdfHolyoke Community College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000286.pdfMassachusetts Maritime Academy T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000287.pdfMiddlesex Community College (2 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000288.pdfNorth Shore Community College (3 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000289.pdfNortheastern University H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000290.pdfQuinsigamond Community College (3 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000291.pdfSalem State University (formerly Salem State College) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (2 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000293.pdfUniversity of Massachusetts - Dartmouth T E 

University of Massachusetts Medical School T XXX

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000297.pdfMichigan Alpena Community College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000298.pdfBaker College of Flint T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000299.pdfMichigan Baker College of Muskegon (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000300.pdfBaker College of Owosso T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000301.pdfBay College/Bay de Noc Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000302.pdfDelta College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000303.pdfFinlandia University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000304.pdfGlen Oaks Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000305.pdfGrand Rapids Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000306.pdfGreat Lakes Christian College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000307.pdfHope College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000308.pdfJackson College (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000309.pdfKalamazoo Valley Community College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000310.pdfLansing Community College (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000752.pdfMichigan State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000312.pdfMid-Michigan Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000313.pdfMonroe County Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000314.pdfMontcalm Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000315.pdfMott Community College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000316.pdfMuskegon Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000317.pdfNorth Central Michigan College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000318.pdfNorthwestern Michigan College (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000319.pdfOakland Community College (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000766.pdfSchoolcraft College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000320.pdfSpring Arbor University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000321.pdfSt. Clair County Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000324.pdfWashtenaw Community College E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000325.pdfMinnesota Argosy University - Twin Cities 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000326.pdfBethel University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000327.pdfCollege of St. Scholastica (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000328.pdfConcordia College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000329.pdfCook County Higher Education - North Shore Campus T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000330.pdfLeech Lake Tribal College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000331.pdfMacalester College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000333.pdfMinnesota West Community and Technical College (7 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000334.pdfNorth Central University T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000335.pdfNorthwest Technical College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000336.pdfNorthwestern Health Sciences University T 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000338.pdfMinnesota Rasmussen College - Moorhead Campus and St. Cloud Campuses 

(2 campuses)
T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000339.pdfRidgewater College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000340.pdfSt. Catherine University (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000341.pdfSt. Cloud Technical & Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000342.pdfUniversity of Northwestern - St. Paul T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000343.pdfWinona State University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000344.pdfMississippi Blue Mountain College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000345.pdfDelta State University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000856.pdfEast Central Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000346.pdfItawamba Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000347.pdfMississippi Delta Community College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000348.pdfMississippi Gulf Coast Community College (6 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000723Mississippi State University (2 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000768.pdfMississippi University for Women T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000350.pdfNorthwest Mississippi Community College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000351.pdfPearl River Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000352.pdfUniversity of Mississippi - Oxford E 

Missouri A.T. Still University of Health Sciences T E XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000354.pdfDrury University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000355.pdfEast Central College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000356.pdfEvangel University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000358.pdfHannibal-LaGrange University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000359.pdfHarris-Stowe State University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000360.pdfJefferson College (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000361.pdfLincoln University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000362.pdfMaryville University E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000851.pdfMineral Area College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000769.pdfMissouri Southern State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000364.pdfMissouri Western State University (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000365.pdfNorth Central Missouri College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000366.pdfNorthwest Missouri State University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000367.pdfOzarks Technical Community College (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000861.pdfRockhurst University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000368.pdfSt. Charles Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000770.pdfSt. Louis College of Pharmacy T E H
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000369.pdfMissouri St. Louis Community College (7 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000370.pdfState Fair Community College (6 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000371.pdfUniversity of Missouri - Columbia E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000372.pdfUniversity of Missouri - Kansas City (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000375.pdfWestminster College H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000771.pdfMontana Carroll College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000376.pdfFort Peck Community College (2 campuses) T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000726.pdfHelena College T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000377.pdfUniversity of Montana - Missoula Campus T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000378.pdfUniversity of Montana Western T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000690.pdfWalla Walla University - Montana (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000380.pdfNebraska Bellevue University (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000381.pdfClarkson College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000382.pdfCollege of St. Mary T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000383.pdfCreighton University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000384.pdfMid-Plains Community College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000385.pdfNebraska Methodist College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000772.pdfUnion College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000386.pdfUniversity of Nebraska Medical Center T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000387.pdfYork College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000388.pdfNevada University of Nevada, Reno T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000389.pdfNew Hampshire Nashua Community College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000773.pdfPlymouth State University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000390.pdfNew Jersey Bergen Community College (3 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000391.pdfBerkeley College (6 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000392.pdfBrookdale Community College (6 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000394.pdfCamden County College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000395.pdfCounty College of Morris T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000396.pdfEssex County College (3 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000398.pdfMiddlesex County College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000393.pdfRowan College at Burlington County (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000399.pdfSalem Community College (6 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000400.pdfSussex County Community College T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000401.pdfNew York Barnard College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000391.pdfBerkeley College - New York Campuses (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000402.pdfCayuga Community College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000403.pdfCazenovia College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000404.pdfCity University of New York (24 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000405.pdfCollege of Saint Rose T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000409.pdfDavis College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000410.pdfD'Youville College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000411.pdfFinger Lakes Health College of Nursing T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000412.pdfJamestown Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000413.pdfMaria College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000775.pdfMohawk Valley Community College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000414.pdfMonroe Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000415.pdfNew York Medical College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000416.pdfNew York University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000417.pdfPaul Smith's College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000418.pdfRensselaer Polytechnic Institute T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000419.pdfRoberts Wesleyan College T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000420.pdfSage College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000421.pdfSt. Francis College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000422.pdfSuffolk County Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000423.pdfSUNY Adirondack T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000425.pdfSUNY Buffalo (7 campuses) E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000774.pdfSUNY Clinton Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000426.pdfSUNY College of Optometry 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000406.pdfSUNY Columbia-Greene Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000408.pdfSUNY Corning Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000427.pdfSUNY Cortland T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000428.pdfSUNY Erie Community College (4 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000429.pdfSUNY Oswego (2 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000430.pdfSUNY Rockland Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000431.pdfSUNY Schenectady County Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000432.pdfSUNY Stony Brook (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000433.pdfSUNY Upstate Medical University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000434.pdfSUNY Westchester Community College (11 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000776.pdfUnion College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000436.pdfUniversity of Rochester School of Medicine & Dentistry T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000438.pdfNorth Carolina Asheville-Buncombe Technical Community College (6 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000439.pdfBarber-Scotia College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000440.pdfBeaufort County Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000441.pdfBennett College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000442.pdfBlue Ridge Community College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000453.pdfCabarrus College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000455.pdfCarolinas College of Health Sciences T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000456.pdfCatawba Valley Community College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000457.pdfCentral Carolina Community College (3 campuses) T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000459.pdfCleveland Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000460.pdfCollege of The Albemarle T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000461.pdfDavidson County Community College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000462.pdfDurham Technical Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000464.pdfEdgecombe Community College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000466.pdfGardner-Webb University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000467.pdfGaston College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000468.pdfGreensboro College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000469.pdfHalifax Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000470.pdfHaywood Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000471.pdfHigh Point University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000600.pdfJohnson & Wales University - Charlotte campus T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000472.pdfJohnson C. Smith University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000473.pdfLaurel University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000474.pdfLees-McRae College T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000475.pdfLenoir Community College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000476.pdfLouisburg College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000477.pdfMayland Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000478.pdfMitchell Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000480.pdfMontreat College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000289.pdfNortheastern University - Charlotte Campus H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000482.pdfPfeiffer University (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000483.pdfRandolph Community College (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000484.pdfRoanoke-Chowan Community College T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000485.pdfRockingham Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000486.pdfRowan-Cabarrus Community College T E H

Shaw University E M H XXX
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000487.pdfNorth Carolina South Piedmont Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000488.pdfSoutheastern Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000489.pdfSouthwestern Community College (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000490.pdfStanly Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000491.pdfSurry Community College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000492.pdfVance-Granville Community College (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000494.pdfWayne Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000495.pdfWestern Piedmont Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000496.pdfWingate University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000497.pdfNorth Dakota Bismarck State College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000500.pdfLake Region State College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000501.pdfMayville State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000502.pdfMinot State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000504.pdfTrinity Bible College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000505.pdfUnited Tribes Technical College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000506.pdfUniversity of Jamestown (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000507.pdfUniversity of Mary T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000508.pdfUniversity of North Dakota T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000509.pdfValley City State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000510.pdfWilliston State College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000511.pdfNorthern Mariana Is All public higher education campuses in the Northern Marianas are 

100% tobacco-free by law. E-cigarettes were added to the definition 
of smoking in 2016.

T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000511.pdfNorthern Marianas College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000516.pdfOhio Ashland University, Mansfield Campus T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000514.pdfCedarville University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000513.pdfCentral State University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000515.pdfColumbus State Community College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000778.pdfCuyahoga Community College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000517.pdfHocking College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000518.pdfMiami University (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000519.pdfMount Carmel College of Nursing (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000520.pdfMount Vernon Nazarene University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000521.pdfNortheast Ohio Medical University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000523.pdfOhio Christian University T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000524.pdfOhio Dominican University (3 campuses) T 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000525.pdfOhio Ohio State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000526.pdfUniversity of Toledo (6 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000527.pdfOklahoma Cameron University (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000528.pdfCarl Albert State College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000529.pdfConnors State College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000530.pdfEast Central University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000531.pdfEastern Oklahoma State College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000532.pdfLangston University (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000533.pdfMoore Norman Technology Center (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000534.pdfMurray State College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000535.pdfNortheastern Oklahoma A&M College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000536.pdfNortheastern State University (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000537.pdfNorthern Oklahoma College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000538.pdfNorthwestern Oklahoma State University (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000539.pdfOklahoma Baptist University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000540.pdfOklahoma Christian University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000541.pdfOklahoma City Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000542.pdfOklahoma City University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000543.pdfOklahoma Panhandle State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000546.pdfOklahoma State University - Tulsa T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000547.pdfOklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000545.pdfOklahoma State University Stillwater T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000544.pdfOklahoma State Univesity - Oklahoma City T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000548.pdfRedlands Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000550.pdfRose State College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000551.pdfSeminole State College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000552.pdfSoutheastern Oklahoma State University (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000553.pdfSouthern Nazarene University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000554.pdfSouthwestern Oklahoma State University (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000555.pdfSt. Gregory's University (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000556.pdfUniversity Center at Ponca City T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000557.pdfUniversity of Central Oklahoma T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000558.pdfUniversity of Oklahoma (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000559.pdfUniversity of Science and Arts of Oklahoma T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000560.pdfWestern Oklahoma State College T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000561.pdfOregon Birthingway College of Midwifery E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000562.pdfCorban University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000563.pdfEast West College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000564.pdfEastern Oregon University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000565.pdfGeorge Fox University (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000566.pdfMaitripa College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000567.pdfMt. Hood Community College (3 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000568.pdfMultnomah University T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000569.pdfNational College of Natural Medicine 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000570.pdfNew Hope Christian College T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000571.pdfNorthwest Christian University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000684.pdfNorthwest University - Salem Campus T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000572.pdfOregon Coast Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000573.pdfOregon College of Oriental Medicine (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000574.pdfOregon Health & Science University - Marquam Hill Campus T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000575.pdfOregon Institute of Technology (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000576.pdfOregon State University - Corvallis Campus E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000577.pdfPacific University - Forest Grove Campus E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000577.pdfPacific University - Hillsboro, Woodburn, and Eugene (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000579.pdfTillamook Bay Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000857.pdfTreasure Valley Community College (2 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000581.pdfUniversity of Western States T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000690.pdfWalla Walla University - Portland T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000583.pdfWarner Pacific College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000586.pdfPennsylvania Community College of Beaver County (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000779.pdfCommunity College of Philadelphia (4 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000587.pdfDelaware County Community College (8 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000588.pdfEastern University (4 campuses) T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000589.pdfHarrisburg  Area Community College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000591.pdfLehigh Carbon Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000780.pdfLuzerne County Community College (12 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000592.pdfMarywood University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000593.pdfMontgomery County Community College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000594.pdfPhiladelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, City Line Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000595.pdfReading Area Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000596.pdfSalus University (4 campuses) E M H
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000585.pdfPennsylvania Summit University of Pennsylvania T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000597.pdfUniversity of the Sciences T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000069.pdfWidener University - Pennsylvania (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000599.pdfRhode Island Brown University - Alpert Medical School T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000600.pdfJohnson & Wales University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000601.pdfSouth Carolina Aiken Technical College T E 

Allen University XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000603.pdfAnderson University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000858.pdfCentral Carolina Technical College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000604.pdfCharleston Southern University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000605.pdfClaflin University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000606.pdfClinton College (formerly Clinton Junior College) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000607.pdfColumbia International University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000608.pdfConverse College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000609.pdfFrancis Marion University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000610.pdfLander University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000612.pdfMidlands Technical College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000613.pdfMiller-Motte Technical College - Conway T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000614.pdfNorth Greenville University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000615.pdfOrangeburg-Calhoun Technical College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000616.pdfPiedmont Technical College System (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000617.pdfSouthern Wesleyan University (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000618.pdfSpartanburg Methodist College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000619.pdfTri-County Technical College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000620.pdfUniversity of South Carolina - Aiken T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000621.pdfUniversity of South Carolina - Columbia T E H

University of South Carolina - Salkehatchie (2 campuses) T E H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000623.pdfUniversity of South Carolina - Sumter H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000624.pdfUniversity of South Carolina - Upstate (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000625.pdfUniversity of South Carolina Beaufort (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000627.pdfYork Technical College (6 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000628.pdfSouth Dakota Mount Marty College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000629.pdfOglala Lakota College (13 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000630.pdfPresentation College T 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000631.pdfSouth Dakota Sinte Gleska University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000632.pdfSouth Dakota School of Mines and Technology T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000633.pdfUniversity of Sioux Falls T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000634.pdfUniversity of South Dakota (4 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000635.pdfTennessee Belmont University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000781.pdfChattanooga State Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000636.pdfCleveland State Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000637.pdfDyersburg State Community College (3 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000638.pdfEast Tennessee State University (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000639.pdfFreed-Hardeman University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000640.pdfJackson State Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000782.pdfLane College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000641.pdfLipscomb University (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000642.pdfMilligan College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000643.pdfNashville State Community College (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000644.pdfTennessee Technological University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000645.pdfWalters State Community College (4 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000646.pdfTexas Abilene Christian University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000647.pdfAlamo Community College District (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000648.pdfAngelina College (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000649.pdfAustin Community College (11 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000652.pdfCollin County Community College System (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000653.pdfHardin-Simmons University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000654.pdfHuston-Tillotson University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000655.pdfLamar Institute of Technology T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000656.pdfLaredo Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000657.pdfMidwestern State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000658.pdfNorth Central Texas College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000659.pdfPaul Quinn College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000660.pdfSchreiner University T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000783.pdfStephen F. Austin State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000661.pdfTarrant County College (10 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000844.pdfTemple College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000784.pdfTexas A&M Health Science Center (7 campuses) T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000662.pdfTexas Texas Southmost College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000663.pdfTexas Tech University Health Sciences Center (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000664.pdfTyler Junior College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000666.pdfUniversity of Texas - Brownsville T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000668.pdfUniversity of Texas Health Science Center - San Antonio T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000667.pdfUniversity of Texas Health Science Center at Houston T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000669.pdfVictoria College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000670.pdfWeatherford College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000671.pdfUtah Brigham Young University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000672.pdfDixie State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000785.pdfVermont Saint Michael’s College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000673.pdfUniversity of Vermont T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000674.pdfVirginia Eastern Virginia Medical School T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000675.pdfJefferson College of Health Sciences T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000676.pdfRegent University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000677.pdfWashington Clark College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000678.pdfCorban University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000680.pdfLower Columbia College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000681.pdfMoody Bible Institute T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000682.pdfNorth Seattle College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000289.pdfNortheastern University - Seattle Campus H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000684.pdfNorthwest University T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000685.pdfPacific Lutheran University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000686.pdfPacific Northwest University of Health Sciences T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000687.pdfSeattle Pacific University T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000688.pdfSouth Puget Sound Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000689.pdfWalla Walla  Community College (2 campuses) T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000690.pdfWalla Walla University - Washington (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000786.pdfWashington State University - Pullman T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000691.pdfWashington State University Vancouver T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000692.pdfWenatchee Valley College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000860.pdfWest Virginia Eastern West Virginia Community and Technical College T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000693.pdfWest Virginia Fairmont State University (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000864.pdfSouthern West Virginia Community and Technical College (4 

campuses)
T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000696.pdfWest Virginia Northern Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000697.pdfWest Virginia School of Osteopathic Medicine T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000699.pdfWisconsin Alverno College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000700.pdfBellin College of Nursing T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000702.pdfCarroll University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000704.pdfFox Valley Technical College (13 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000705.pdfGateway Technical College (10 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000706.pdfMadison Area Technical College (12 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000707.pdfMaranatha Baptist University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000708.pdfMarian University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000709.pdfMedical College of Wisconsin T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000710.pdfMilwaukee Area Technical College (12 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000711.pdfMoraine Park Technical College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000712.pdfNicolet Area Technical College (9 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000713.pdfNorthcentral Technical College (6 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000714.pdfUniversity of Wisconsin - Baraboo/Sauk County T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000716.pdfUniversity of Wisconsin - Stout T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000717.pdfUniversity of Wisconsin Health Sciences Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000718.pdfViterbo University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000719.pdfWaukesha County Technical College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000720.pdfWestern Technical College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000721.pdfWisconsin Indianhead Technical College - Superior Campus T E 

These policies have been enacted but are not necessarily yet in effect.  Please contact the school itself to verify the status 
of its policy.  Note that some multi-campus educational systems adopt a centralized policy that applies to all campuses;  
other systems allow each individual campus to adopt its own policy.

In creating this document, the American Nonsmokers' Rights Foundation relied on information found on the Internet and 
information obtained from other tobacco prevention agencies.  This information is accurate to the best of our knowledge;  
however, there may be some discrepancies due to incomplete information.

May be reprinted with appropriate credit to the American Nonsmokers' Rights Foundation.

© Copyright 2002 - 2017 American Nonsmokers' Rights Foundation. All rights reserved.
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Date:  February 24, 2017 

 

To:  The Honorable Gilbert Keith-Agaran, Chair 

 The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 

Members of the Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 

 

From:  Members of the University of Hawaii Student Health Advisory Council 

 

Re:  Strong Support for SB 134, Relating to the University of Hawaii 

 

Hrg: February 27, 2017 at 10:00 am at Conference Room 016 

 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in STRONG SUPPORT of SB 134, which 

urges the State of Hawai‘i to prohibit smoking and tobacco use, including the use of electronic 

smoking devices, by any person on the premises of the University of Hawai‘i.  

 

The Student Health Advisory Council has played a pivotal role in the development and 

implementation of health policies and tobacco education on the UH System campuses. In 2015, 

the Student Health Advisory Council actively supported the passing of Legislative Act 122, 

which prohibits the sale of all tobacco products to anyone under the age of 21. We remain deeply 

committed to the mission of improving the public health environment and reducing the use of 

tobacco products, including electronic smoking devices, among the adolescent and young adult 

population. 

 

Research has shown that designated smoking areas provide non-smokers with minimal to no 

protection from the dangers of second-hand smoke, and actually expose cigarette smokers to 

increased levels of carcinogens. Therefore, there is no safe level of exposure to second-hand 

smoke and even minimal exposure can increase the risk of developing various health 

consequences.  

 

Currently, all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are able to attend school on tobacco-free 

campuses. However, without tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai‘i students are 

no longer protected from the harmful effects of second-hand smoke. Smoking and the use of 

electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment and can seriously 

compromise our health.  

 

Currently in the United States, there are 1,757 college campuses that have become smoke-free, 

and of these 1,468 are tobacco-free, with 1,331 also prohibiting the use of electronic cigarettes. 

Four states and one US territory have also passed State laws requiring college campuses to be 

smoke-free. Hawai‘i has always been a leader in protecting the public and its visitors from the 

dangers of second-hand smoke. The State Legislature now has the opportunity to protect 

everyone at the University of Hawai‘i campuses, students, employees, and visitors from the 

harmful effects of second-hand smoke. It is imperative that we join our fellow institutions of 

higher education and pass SB 134.  

 



 
 

Mahalo nui loa, for your efforts to create a healthier place for thousands of students, faculty and 

staff. 

 

Aloha on behalf of the Student Health Advisory Council, 

 

Blane Garcia and Ku’ulei Salzer, Graduate Chairs 

Stacy Suda, Undergraduate Chair 
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ACHA Guidelines 

Position Statement on Tobacco on 
College and University Campuses 
 

he American College Health Association 
(ACHA) acknowledges and supports  
the findings of the Surgeon General that 

tobacco use in any form, active and/or passive,  
is a significant health hazard. ACHA further 
recognizes that environmental tobacco smoke has 
been classified as a Class-A carcinogen and that 
there is no safe level of exposure to environmental 
tobacco smoke (ETS), a recognized toxic air 
contaminant. In light of these health risks, ACHA 
has adopted a NO TOBACCO USE policy and 
encourages colleges and universities to be diligent  
in their efforts to achieve a 100% indoor and  
outdoor campus-wide tobacco-free environment.  
This position statement reflects the viewpoint of 
ACHA and serves only as a guide* to assist colleges  
and universities with evaluating progress toward 
becoming or maintaining tobacco-free living and 
learning environments that support the achievement 
of personal and academic goals.   

ACHA joins with other professional health 
associations in promoting tobacco-free 
environments. According to the ACHA-National 
College Health Assessment (ACHA-NCHA) 
conducted in spring 2011, 85% of college students 
described themselves as non-smokers (never smoked 
or have not smoked cigarettes in the last 30 days); 
92% reported being non-smokers for hookah/water 
pipes (never used or have not used in the last 30 
days); and 96% described themselves as non-users 
of smokeless tobacco (never used or have not used 
in the last 30 days). ACHA supports the health goals 
of the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services’ Healthy People 2020 initiative to reduce 
the proportion of adults who smoke to below  
12% by the year 2020 and to positively influence 
America’s college students to help them remain  

                                            
* Compliance with the elements of this position statement is not and cannot 

be mandated by ACHA; nor is compliance a condition for institutional 
membership in ACHA. 

or become tobacco-free. Additionally, ACHA 
actively supports the Healthy Campus 2020 goals  
to reduce cigarette use (within the last 30 days)  
by college students to below 14% and smokeless 
tobacco use (within the last 30 days) to below 3%  
by the year 2020. 

Efforts to promote tobacco-free environments  
have led to substantial reductions in the number  
of people who smoke, the amount of tobacco 
products consumed, and the number of people 
exposed to environmental tobacco hazards.  
ACHA acknowledges that achieving a tobacco-free 
environment requires strong leadership and support 
from all members of the college/university 
community. Because the improvements to health 
can be so significant, ACHA recommends the 
following positions be taken to address policy, 
prevention, and cessation as it pertains to tobacco 
issues:   

1. Develop a strongly worded tobacco policy that 
reflects the best practices in tobacco prevention, 
cessation, and control. These include the 
following recommendations: 

a.  Tobacco is defined as all tobacco-derived or 
containing products, including, but not limited 
to, cigarettes (clove, bidis, kreteks), electronic 
cigarettes, cigars and cigarillos, hookah-
smoked products, and oral tobacco (spit and 
spitless, smokeless, chew, snuff). 

b.  Tobacco use is prohibited on all college and 
university grounds, college/university owned 
or leased properties, and in campus-owned, 
leased, or rented vehicles. 

c.  All tobacco industry promotions, advertising, 
marketing, and distribution are prohibited on 
campus properties. 

d.  The sale of tobacco products and tobacco-
related merchandise (including logo 

T
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containing items) is prohibited on all 
university property and at university-
sponsored events, regardless of the  
operating vendor. 

e.  The distribution or sampling of tobacco  
and associated products is prohibited on all 
university owned or leased property and  
at university-sponsored events, regardless  
of the venue. 

f.  Tobacco industry and related company 
sponsorship of athletic events and athletes  
is prohibited. 

g.  The college/university does not permit 
tobacco companies on campus to conduct 
student recruitment or employment activities. 

h.  The college/university does not accept any 
direct or indirect funding from tobacco 
companies. 

i.  The campus provides and/or promotes 
cessation services/resources for all members 
of the college/university community.   

2. Inform all members of the campus community  
by widely distributing the campus tobacco policy 
on an annual basis. The tobacco policy is clearly 
posted in employee and student handbooks,  
on the college/university website, and in other 
relevant publications. Key components of the 
policy are also shared with parents, alumni/ae, 
and visitors. The general policy should be 
included in prospective student materials in  
both printed and electronic formats.   

3. Offer and promote prevention and education 
initiatives that actively support non-use and 
address the risks of all forms of tobacco use. 

4. Offer and promote programs and services that 
include practical, evidence- and theory-informed 
approaches to end tobacco use, including 
screenings through health and counseling 
services, free/reduced-cost tobacco-cessation 
counseling, free/reduced-cost nicotine 
replacement therapy, and medication options  
on campus. 

5. Advocate for requiring the inclusion of tobacco 
use cessation products, medications, and services  
in student health insurance plans. 

6. Provide a comprehensive marketing and signage 
effort to ensure that all college/university 
visitors, vendors, guests, and others arriving  
on property owned or leased by the institution  
are aware of the tobacco-free policy. 

7. Plan, maintain, and support effective and timely 
implementation, administration, and consistent 
enforcement of all college/university tobacco-
related policies, rules, regulations, and practices. 
Provide a well-publicized reporting system for 
violations. 

8. Collaborate with local, state, and national public 
health entities and tobacco prevention and control 
public, private, and national non-profit tobacco-
related organizations in support of maintaining a 
healthy tobacco-free environment. 

9. Develop and maintain a tobacco task force  
on campus to identify and address needs and 
concerns related to tobacco policy, compliance, 
enforcement, and cessation. Key individuals  
and departments to invite/include: 

a.  Undergraduate and graduate students 
(particularly from student-elected/ 
representative organizations) 

b. Health and counseling center professionals 

c.  Faculty (including faculty senate or other 
faculty governing bodies) 

d.  Residence life/housing 

e.  Judicial affairs 

f.  Campus safety/police 

g.  Human resources 

h.  Neighborhood liaisons 

i.  Facilities 

j.  Other important stakeholders specific to  
your campus 
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Defending your right to breathe smokefree air since 1976 

Smokefree and Tobacco-Free U.S. and Tribal Colleges and Universities  
January 2, 2017 

 

 
There are now at least 1,757 100% smokefree campus sites.  

Of these, 1,468 are also 100% tobacco-free, 1,331 also prohibit  
e-cigarette use, 652 also prohibit hookah use, and 109 also prohibit 

smoking/vaping marijuana. 
 

  
The following three lists include colleges and universities with entirely smokefree campus sites 
(both indoors and outdoors) at a minimum (additional 100% protections -- E-cigarettes, 
hookah, and/or marijuana -- are indicated where applicable): 
 

1. American Indian/Alaska Native Colleges Requiring 100% Smokefree Campuses  
2. U.S. State Laws Requiring 100% Smokefree Campuses 
3. All: Both lists above, plus U.S College/University 100% Smokefree Campus Policies 

 
Visit our Smokefree Colleges & Universities resource page at http://www.no-
smoke.org/colleges.html for more information. To learn about our specific qualification criteria, 
see our Tip Sheet: http://no-smoke.org/pdf/CollegeCampusCriteriaTipsheetFinal.pdf. 
 

 
American Indian and Alaska Native Sovereign Tribal Policies Requiring 100% Smokefree 

Campuses, Indoors and Out  
(T = also 100% Tobacco-Free; E = also E-cigarette-Free; H = also Hookah-Free) 

 
Fort Peck Community College (2 campuses) - T 
Leech Lake Tribal College  - T E 
Oglala Lakota College  - T  
Sinte Gleska University  - T  
United Tribes Technical College  - T E H 
 

 

 
U.S. State Laws Requiring 100% Smokefree Campuses, Indoors and Out  

(T = also 100% Tobacco-Free; E = also E-cigarette-Free; H = also Hookah-Free) 
 

Arkansas, Public Institutions only  - E  
Illinois, Public Institutions only - E H 
Iowa, Both Public and Private Institutions 
Louisiana, Public Institutions only 
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands - T E 

 

 

http://www.no-smoke.org/colleges.html
http://www.no-smoke.org/colleges.html
http://no-smoke.org/pdf/CollegeCampusCriteriaTipsheetFinal.pdf
http://www.fpcc.edu/pdf/Tobacco%20Free%20Campus.pdf
http://lltc.edu/download/commercial-tobacco-free-policy/
http://www.olc.edu/~cdelong/ppm/52-100.pdf
http://www.sintegleska.edu/uploads/1/1/3/8/11384118/student_handbook.pdf
http://www.uttc.edu/sites/default/files/docs/handbook_2015_2016.pdf


All campuses below are 100% smokefree inside and out, at minimum. Additional coverage is coded as: 

E:   E-cigarette use prohibited anywhere on campus.

T:   100% tobacco free campus, including non-combustibles.

M:  Smoking/vaping marijuana prohibited anywhere on campus.

H:   Hookah use prohibited anywhere on campus.

State Name

Additional

Coverage Policy

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000001.pdfAlabama Alabama State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000002.pdfCalhoun Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000792.pdfCentral Alabama Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000004.pdfFaulkner University 

Heritage Christian University T E XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000006.pdfHuntingdon College H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000003.pdfJ.F. Drake State Community and Technical College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000007.pdfJudson College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000008.pdfNorthwest-Shoals Community College (2 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000009.pdfOakwood University T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000010.pdfSnead State Community College (2 campuses) T E 

Southern Union State Community College (3 campuses) T E M H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000011.pdfStillman College T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000012.pdfTroy University (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000013.pdfTuskegee University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000014.pdfUniversity of South Alabama (2 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000015.pdfWallace State Community College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000016.pdfAlaska Alaska Bible College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000017.pdfAlaska Bible Institute T M 

Alaska Christian College T E H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000019.pdfWayland Baptist University - Anchorage T 

Arizona A.T Still University - Mesa T E XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000021.pdfArizona Western College (10 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000022.pdfEmbry-Riddle Aeronautical University - Prescott Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000023.pdfMaricopa Community College District (10 campuses) T E 
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State Name

Additional

Coverage Policy

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfArkansas Public institutions in Arkansas are listed below; all are required to be 

100% smokefree campuses under state law. E-cigarette protections 
were added in 2015. Private institutions with 100% smokefree 
campus policies are also listed, if any. Any private institution with a 
100% tobacco-free campus, or public institution with a 100% tobacco-
free campus (stronger than state law requirements), is indicated with 
a "T".

E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfArkansas Northeastern College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfArkansas State University (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfArkansas Tech University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfBlack River Technical College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfCollege of the Ouachitas E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfCossatot Community College of the University of Arkansas E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfEast Arkansas Community College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfHenderson State University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfMid-South Community College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000025.pdfNational Park College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000443.pdfNorth Arkansas College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000444.pdfNorthwest Arkansas Community College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000026.pdfOuachita Baptist University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000445.pdfOzarka College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000446.pdfPhillips Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfPulaski Technical College (6 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfRich Mountain Community College E 

Shorter College T E H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfSouth Arkansas Community College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfSoutheast Arkansas College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfSouthern Arkansas University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000452.pdfSouthern Arkansas University Tech T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000451.pdfUniversity of Arkansas - Fayetteville T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000450.pdfUniversity of Arkansas - Fort Smith T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Arkansas - Little Rock (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Arkansas - Monticello E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Arkansas - Pine Bluff E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Arkansas Community College at Batesville E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Arkansas Community College at Hope (2 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000449.pdfUniversity of Arkansas Community College at Morrilton T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000448.pdfUniversity of Arkansas Criminal Justice Institute T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000024.pdfUniversity of Central Arkansas E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000027.pdfArkansas University of the Ozarks T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000028.pdfCalifornia Cabrillo College (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000029.pdfCalifornia State University - Northridge T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000030.pdfCalifornia State University - Sonoma T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000753.pdfChapman University E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000035.pdfCuyamaca Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000032.pdfEl Camino College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000827.pdfFolsom Lake College (3 campuses) E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000033.pdfFullerton College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000034.pdfGlendale Community College District (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000035.pdfGrossmont Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000035.pdfGrossmont-Cuyamaca Community College District (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000036.pdfImperial Valley College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000037.pdfLaney College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000038.pdfLoma Linda University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000039.pdfMiraCosta College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000289.pdfNortheastern University - Silicon Valley Campus H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000684.pdfNorthwest University - Sacramento Campus T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000040.pdfPalomar College (6 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000041.pdfPasadena City College (4 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000042.pdfPoint Loma Nazarene University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000849.pdfReedley College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000755.pdfSacramento City College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000043.pdfSan Diego Community College District (3 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000045.pdfSan Jose State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000046.pdfSanta Barbara City College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000047.pdfSanta Clara University (2 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000048.pdfSanta Rosa Junior College/Sonoma County Community College 

District (5 campuses)
T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000049.pdfSierra College/Sierra Joint Community College District (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000051.pdfSolano Community College District (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000052.pdfStanford University Medical School T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000756.pdfUnitek College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000053.pdfUniversity of California, Davis T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000054.pdfUniversity of California, Los Angeles T E H
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000055.pdfCalifornia University of California, Merced T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000056.pdfUniversity of California, San Francisco (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000057.pdfWoodland Community College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000751.pdfYuba College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000058.pdfColorado Colorado Christian University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000059.pdfColorado Mountain College (Dillon, Breckenridge, and Rifle 

Campuses) (3 campuses)
T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000060.pdfDenver School of Nursing T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000600.pdfJohnson & Wales University - Denver Campus T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000061.pdfNortheastern Junior College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000757.pdfUniversity of Colorado Boulder E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000062.pdfUniversity of Colorado Denver, Anschutz Medical Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000063.pdfConnecticut Gateway Community College E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000064.pdfNorwalk Community College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000065.pdfQuinnipiac University - North Haven Campus T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000418.pdfRensselaer Polytechnic Institute - Hartford Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000067.pdfDelaware Delaware State University (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000068.pdfDelaware Technical & Community College (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000069.pdfWidener University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000069.pdfWidener University - Delaware T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000070.pdfFlorida Adventist University of Health Sciences (formerly Florida Hospital 

College of Health) 
T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000071.pdfBethune-Cookman University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000072.pdfBroward College (12 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000073.pdfDaytona State College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000074.pdfEdward Waters College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000075.pdfEmbry-Riddle Aeronautical University - Daytona Beach T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000787.pdfFlorida Gulf Coast University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000076.pdfFlorida Southwestern State College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000077.pdfFlorida State College at Jacksonville (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000079.pdfHillsborough Community College (8 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000600.pdfJohnson & Wales University - North Miami Campus T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000759.pdfLynn University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000080.pdfMiami Dade College (8 campuses) T 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000081.pdfFlorida Nova Southeastern College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000083.pdfSouth Florida Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000760.pdfSt. Petersburg College (11 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000727.pdfUniversity of Florida Health Science Center (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000087.pdfUniversity of Miami (Coral Gables and Miller School of Medicine 

campuses) (2 campuses)
E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000088.pdfUniversity of South Florida Health T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000089.pdfUniversity of South Florida Sarasota-Manatee T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000090.pdfUniversity of South Florida St. Petersburg H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000761.pdfUniversity of Tampa T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000092.pdfWarner University T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000094.pdfGeorgia Armstrong State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000095.pdfAthens Technical College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000096.pdfAugusta Technical College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000097.pdfCoastal Pines Technical College (formerly Altamaha Technical 

College) (11 campuses)
T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000099.pdfDarton College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000100.pdfEmory University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000101.pdfGeorgia Highlands College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000103.pdfGeorgia Northwestern Technical College (6 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000104.pdfGeorgia Piedmont Technical College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000105.pdfGordon State College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000106.pdfGwinnett Technical College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000107.pdfMorehouse School of Medicine T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000108.pdfPhiladelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, Georgia Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000109.pdfPiedmont College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000110.pdfShorter University (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000111.pdfSouthern Regional Technical College (formerly Southwest Georgia) 

(7 campuses)
T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000114.pdfGuam Guam Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000115.pdfUniversity of Guam T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000728.pdfHawaii Brigham Young University-Hawaii T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000117.pdfIdaho Brigham Young University-Idaho T 

Carrington College, Boise T H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000119.pdfCollege of Southern Idaho E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000120.pdfIdaho College of Western Idaho (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000121.pdfIdaho State University (4 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000122.pdfNorthwest Nazarene University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000763.pdfUniversity of Idaho T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfIllinois Public institutions in Illinois are listed below; all are required to be 

100% smokefree and e-cigarette-free campuses under state law. 
Private institutions with 100% smokefree campus policies are also 
listed, if any. Any private institution with a 100% tobacco-free campus, 
or public institution with a 100% tobacco-free campus (stronger than 
state law requirements), is indicated with a "T".

E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000124.pdfAurora University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000126.pdfBlessing-Rieman College of Nursing 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfCarl Sandburg College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfChicago State University E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfCity Colleges of Chicago (7 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000128.pdfCollege of DuPage T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfCollege of Lake County E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000129.pdfDanville Area Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfEast St. Louis Community College Center E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000130.pdfEastern Illinois University (4 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfElgin Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfGovernors State University E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000131.pdfGreenville College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfHarper College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000132.pdfHeartland Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfIllinois Central College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000134.pdfIllinois Eastern Community Colleges (Frontier, Lincoln Trail, Onley 

Central, Wabash) (4 campuses)
T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000135.pdfIllinois State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfIllinois Valley Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfJohn A. Logan College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfJohn Wood Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfJoliet Junior College (6 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfKankakee Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfKaskaskia College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfKishwaukee College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfLake Land College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfLewis and Clark Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfLincoln Land Community College E H
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000136.pdfIllinois McHenry County College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfMoraine Valley Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfMorton College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfNortheastern Illinois University (5 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfOakton Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000137.pdfOlivet Nazarene University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfParkland College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfPrairie State College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfRend Lake College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfRichland Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfRock Valley College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000138.pdfRush University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000863.pdfSaint Xavier University (2 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSauk Valley Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfShawnee Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSouth Suburban College (2 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSoutheastern Illinois College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSouthern Illinois University Carbondale E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSouthern Illinois University Edwardsville E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSouthwestern Illinois College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfSpoon River College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000139.pdfTriton College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfUniversity of Illinois at Chicago E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000141.pdfUniversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfWaubonsee Community College (4 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000123.pdfWestern Illinois University (2 campuses) E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000143.pdfWheaton College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000144.pdfIndiana Anabaptist Mennonite Biblical Seminary 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000145.pdfAnderson University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000146.pdfBethel College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000729.pdfFranklin College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000149.pdfGoshen College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000150.pdfGrace College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000151.pdfHuntington University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000152.pdfIndiana Institute of Technology T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000153.pdfIndiana University - East 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000155.pdfIndiana Indiana University - South Bend T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000156.pdfIndiana University - Southeast (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000157.pdfIndiana Wesleyan University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000159.pdfIvy Tech Community College (32 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000164.pdfPurdue University - Calumet E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000165.pdfPurdue University - North Central T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000166.pdfTaylor University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000167.pdfUniversity of Evansville T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000168.pdfUniversity of Indianapolis 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000169.pdfUniversity of Saint Francis T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000170.pdfValparaiso University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfIowa All higher education institutions in Iowa are listed below, because all 

are required to be100% smokefree campuses under state law. Any 
such institutions with 100% tobacco-free policies (stronger than state 
law) are indicated with a "T".

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfAllen College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000173.pdfBriar Cliff University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfBuena Vista University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfCentral College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfClarke University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfCoe College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfCornell College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000175.pdfDes Moines Area Community College (12 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000176.pdfDes Moines University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfDivine Word College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfDordt College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000793.pdfDrake University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfEastern Iowa Community College District (4 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfEmmaus Bible College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfFaith Baptist Bible College and Theological Seminary 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000177.pdfGraceland University T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfGrand View University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfGrinnell College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfHamilton Technical College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000178.pdfHawkeye Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000179.pdfIndian Hills Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfIowa Central Community College 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000180.pdfIowa Iowa Lakes Community College (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000182.pdfIowa Valley Community College District (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfIowa Wesleyan College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfIowa Western Community College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKaplan University - Cedar Falls Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKaplan University - Cedar Rapids Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKaplan University - Davenport 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKaplan University - Des Moines Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKaplan University - Mason City Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfKirkwood Community College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000183.pdfLoras College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000184.pdfLuther College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000185.pdfMaharishi University of Management T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000186.pdfMercy College of Health Sciences T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfMorningside College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfMount Mercy University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000187.pdfNorth Iowa Area Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfNortheast Iowa Community College (2 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfNorthwest Iowa Community College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfNorthwestern College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfPalmer College of Chiropractic 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfSimpson College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000189.pdfSoutheastern Community College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000188.pdfSouthwestern Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000190.pdfSt. Ambrose University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfSt. Luke's College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfUniversity of Dubuque 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000814.pdfUniversity of Iowa H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfUniversity of Phoenix - Des Moines Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfUpper Iowa University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfVatterott College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfWaldorf College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfWartburg College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfWartburg Theological Seminary 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000192.pdfWestern Iowa Tech Community College (6 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000730.pdfWilliam Penn University 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000193.pdfKansas Barclay College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000194.pdfCentral Christian College T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000195.pdfFlint Hills Technical College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000764.pdfFort Hays State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000133.pdfHighland Community College (6 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000850.pdfKansas City Kansas Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000196.pdfKansas Wesleyan University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000197.pdfLabette Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000198.pdfManhattan Christian College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000199.pdfMidAmerica Nazarene University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000200.pdfPittsburg State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000201.pdfPratt Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000202.pdfSalina Area Technical College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000204.pdfKentucky Ashland Community and Technical College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000205.pdfBellarmine University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000206.pdfBluegrass Community & Technical College (9 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000207.pdfElizabethtown Community and Technical College (16 campuses) T E H

Hazard Community and Technical College (5 campuses) T E H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000208.pdfHopkinsville Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000209.pdfKentucky State University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000210.pdfKentucky Wesleyan College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000211.pdfMadisonville Community College Health Sciences Campus T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000212.pdfMaysville Community and Technical College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000213.pdfMorehead State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000214.pdfNorthern Kentucky University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000216.pdfPikeville College T 

Southeast Community and Technical College (5 campuses) T E H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000219.pdfThomas More College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000220.pdfUnion College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000222.pdfUniversity of Louisville (3 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000223.pdfWest Kentucky Community and Technical College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000224.pdfLouisiana Public institutions in Louisiana are listed below; all are required to be 

100% smokefree campuses under state law. Private institutions with 
100% smokefree campus policies are also listed, if any. Any private 
institution with a 100% tobacco-free campus, or public institution with 
a 100% tobacco-free campus (stronger than state law requirements), 
is indicated with a "T".
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000225.pdfLouisiana Baton Rouge Community College (8 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000226.pdfBossier Parish Community College E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000737.pdfCentral Louisiana Technical Community College (7 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000735.pdfDelgado Community College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000228.pdfDillard University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000742.pdfFletcher Technical Community College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000230.pdfGrambling State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000232.pdfLouisiana Delta Community College (8 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000733.pdfLouisiana State University Eunice T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000734.pdfLouisiana State University Shreveport T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000743.pdfLouisiana Tech University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000736.pdfLouisiana Technical Community College System 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000237.pdfLoyola University New Orleans (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000738.pdfLSUHSC New Orleans T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000239.pdfLSUHSC Shreveport 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000241.pdfNicholls State University T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000740.pdfNorthshore Technical Community College (3 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000741.pdfNorthwest Louisiana Technical College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000242.pdfNorthwestern State University (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000744.pdfNunez Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000243.pdfOur Lady of the Lake College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000245.pdfRiver Parishes Community College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000745.pdfSouth Central Louisiana Technical College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000746.pdfSouth Louisiana Community College (8 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000248.pdfSouthern University System (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000748.pdfSOWELA Technical Community College, Lake Charles (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000250.pdfTulane University (6 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000749.pdfUniversity of Louisiana at Monroe T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000252.pdfUniversity of New Orleans T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000253.pdfXavier University of Louisiana T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000254.pdfMaine Colby College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000255.pdfHusson University (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000256.pdfKennebec Valley Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000257.pdfSaint Joseph's College of Maine T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000788.pdfUniversity of Maine at Augusta (11 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000259.pdfUniversity of Maine at Farmington T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000258.pdfMaine University of Maine, Orono T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000260.pdfUniversity of New England (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000261.pdfUniversity of Southern Maine (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000855.pdfYork County Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000262.pdfMaryland Anne Arundel Community College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000263.pdfCarroll Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000264.pdfCecil College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000265.pdfChesapeake College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000268.pdfHagerstown Community College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000269.pdfHarford Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000270.pdfMaryland Bible College and Seminary T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000272.pdfMorgan State University E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000273.pdfPrince George's Community College (4 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000275.pdfTowson University E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000724.pdfWashington Adventist University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000765.pdfMassachusetts Bentley University E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000277.pdfBerkshire Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000278.pdfBoston University Medical Campus 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000279.pdfBridgewater State University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000280.pdfBristol Community College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000282.pdfEmmanuel College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000283.pdfHarvard Kennedy School 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000284.pdfHarvard Longwood Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000285.pdfHolyoke Community College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000286.pdfMassachusetts Maritime Academy T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000287.pdfMiddlesex Community College (2 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000288.pdfNorth Shore Community College (3 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000289.pdfNortheastern University H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000290.pdfQuinsigamond Community College (3 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000291.pdfSalem State University (formerly Salem State College) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (2 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000293.pdfUniversity of Massachusetts - Dartmouth T E 

University of Massachusetts Medical School T XXX

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000297.pdfMichigan Alpena Community College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000298.pdfBaker College of Flint T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000299.pdfMichigan Baker College of Muskegon (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000300.pdfBaker College of Owosso T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000301.pdfBay College/Bay de Noc Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000302.pdfDelta College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000303.pdfFinlandia University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000304.pdfGlen Oaks Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000305.pdfGrand Rapids Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000306.pdfGreat Lakes Christian College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000307.pdfHope College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000308.pdfJackson College (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000309.pdfKalamazoo Valley Community College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000310.pdfLansing Community College (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000752.pdfMichigan State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000312.pdfMid-Michigan Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000313.pdfMonroe County Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000314.pdfMontcalm Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000315.pdfMott Community College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000316.pdfMuskegon Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000317.pdfNorth Central Michigan College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000318.pdfNorthwestern Michigan College (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000319.pdfOakland Community College (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000766.pdfSchoolcraft College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000320.pdfSpring Arbor University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000321.pdfSt. Clair County Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000324.pdfWashtenaw Community College E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000325.pdfMinnesota Argosy University - Twin Cities 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000326.pdfBethel University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000327.pdfCollege of St. Scholastica (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000328.pdfConcordia College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000329.pdfCook County Higher Education - North Shore Campus T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000330.pdfLeech Lake Tribal College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000331.pdfMacalester College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000333.pdfMinnesota West Community and Technical College (7 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000334.pdfNorth Central University T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000335.pdfNorthwest Technical College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000336.pdfNorthwestern Health Sciences University T 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000338.pdfMinnesota Rasmussen College - Moorhead Campus and St. Cloud Campuses 

(2 campuses)
T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000339.pdfRidgewater College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000340.pdfSt. Catherine University (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000341.pdfSt. Cloud Technical & Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000342.pdfUniversity of Northwestern - St. Paul T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000343.pdfWinona State University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000344.pdfMississippi Blue Mountain College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000345.pdfDelta State University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000856.pdfEast Central Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000346.pdfItawamba Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000347.pdfMississippi Delta Community College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000348.pdfMississippi Gulf Coast Community College (6 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000723Mississippi State University (2 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000768.pdfMississippi University for Women T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000350.pdfNorthwest Mississippi Community College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000351.pdfPearl River Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000352.pdfUniversity of Mississippi - Oxford E 

Missouri A.T. Still University of Health Sciences T E XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000354.pdfDrury University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000355.pdfEast Central College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000356.pdfEvangel University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000358.pdfHannibal-LaGrange University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000359.pdfHarris-Stowe State University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000360.pdfJefferson College (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000361.pdfLincoln University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000362.pdfMaryville University E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000851.pdfMineral Area College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000769.pdfMissouri Southern State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000364.pdfMissouri Western State University (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000365.pdfNorth Central Missouri College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000366.pdfNorthwest Missouri State University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000367.pdfOzarks Technical Community College (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000861.pdfRockhurst University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000368.pdfSt. Charles Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000770.pdfSt. Louis College of Pharmacy T E H
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000369.pdfMissouri St. Louis Community College (7 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000370.pdfState Fair Community College (6 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000371.pdfUniversity of Missouri - Columbia E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000372.pdfUniversity of Missouri - Kansas City (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000375.pdfWestminster College H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000771.pdfMontana Carroll College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000376.pdfFort Peck Community College (2 campuses) T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000726.pdfHelena College T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000377.pdfUniversity of Montana - Missoula Campus T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000378.pdfUniversity of Montana Western T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000690.pdfWalla Walla University - Montana (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000380.pdfNebraska Bellevue University (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000381.pdfClarkson College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000382.pdfCollege of St. Mary T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000383.pdfCreighton University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000384.pdfMid-Plains Community College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000385.pdfNebraska Methodist College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000772.pdfUnion College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000386.pdfUniversity of Nebraska Medical Center T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000387.pdfYork College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000388.pdfNevada University of Nevada, Reno T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000389.pdfNew Hampshire Nashua Community College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000773.pdfPlymouth State University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000390.pdfNew Jersey Bergen Community College (3 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000391.pdfBerkeley College (6 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000392.pdfBrookdale Community College (6 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000394.pdfCamden County College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000395.pdfCounty College of Morris T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000396.pdfEssex County College (3 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000398.pdfMiddlesex County College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000393.pdfRowan College at Burlington County (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000399.pdfSalem Community College (6 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000400.pdfSussex County Community College T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000401.pdfNew York Barnard College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000391.pdfBerkeley College - New York Campuses (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000402.pdfCayuga Community College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000403.pdfCazenovia College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000404.pdfCity University of New York (24 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000405.pdfCollege of Saint Rose T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000409.pdfDavis College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000410.pdfD'Youville College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000411.pdfFinger Lakes Health College of Nursing T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000412.pdfJamestown Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000413.pdfMaria College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000775.pdfMohawk Valley Community College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000414.pdfMonroe Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000415.pdfNew York Medical College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000416.pdfNew York University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000417.pdfPaul Smith's College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000418.pdfRensselaer Polytechnic Institute T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000419.pdfRoberts Wesleyan College T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000420.pdfSage College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000421.pdfSt. Francis College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000422.pdfSuffolk County Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000423.pdfSUNY Adirondack T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000425.pdfSUNY Buffalo (7 campuses) E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000774.pdfSUNY Clinton Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000426.pdfSUNY College of Optometry 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000406.pdfSUNY Columbia-Greene Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000408.pdfSUNY Corning Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000427.pdfSUNY Cortland T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000428.pdfSUNY Erie Community College (4 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000429.pdfSUNY Oswego (2 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000430.pdfSUNY Rockland Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000431.pdfSUNY Schenectady County Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000432.pdfSUNY Stony Brook (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000433.pdfSUNY Upstate Medical University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000434.pdfSUNY Westchester Community College (11 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000776.pdfUnion College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000436.pdfUniversity of Rochester School of Medicine & Dentistry T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000438.pdfNorth Carolina Asheville-Buncombe Technical Community College (6 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000439.pdfBarber-Scotia College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000440.pdfBeaufort County Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000441.pdfBennett College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000442.pdfBlue Ridge Community College (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000453.pdfCabarrus College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000455.pdfCarolinas College of Health Sciences T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000456.pdfCatawba Valley Community College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000457.pdfCentral Carolina Community College (3 campuses) T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000459.pdfCleveland Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000460.pdfCollege of The Albemarle T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000461.pdfDavidson County Community College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000462.pdfDurham Technical Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000464.pdfEdgecombe Community College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000466.pdfGardner-Webb University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000467.pdfGaston College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000468.pdfGreensboro College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000469.pdfHalifax Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000470.pdfHaywood Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000471.pdfHigh Point University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000600.pdfJohnson & Wales University - Charlotte campus T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000472.pdfJohnson C. Smith University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000473.pdfLaurel University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000474.pdfLees-McRae College T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000475.pdfLenoir Community College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000476.pdfLouisburg College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000477.pdfMayland Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000478.pdfMitchell Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000480.pdfMontreat College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000289.pdfNortheastern University - Charlotte Campus H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000482.pdfPfeiffer University (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000483.pdfRandolph Community College (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000484.pdfRoanoke-Chowan Community College T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000485.pdfRockingham Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000486.pdfRowan-Cabarrus Community College T E H

Shaw University E M H XXX
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000487.pdfNorth Carolina South Piedmont Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000488.pdfSoutheastern Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000489.pdfSouthwestern Community College (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000490.pdfStanly Community College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000491.pdfSurry Community College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000492.pdfVance-Granville Community College (4 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000494.pdfWayne Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000495.pdfWestern Piedmont Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000496.pdfWingate University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000497.pdfNorth Dakota Bismarck State College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000500.pdfLake Region State College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000501.pdfMayville State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000502.pdfMinot State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000504.pdfTrinity Bible College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000505.pdfUnited Tribes Technical College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000506.pdfUniversity of Jamestown (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000507.pdfUniversity of Mary T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000508.pdfUniversity of North Dakota T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000509.pdfValley City State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000510.pdfWilliston State College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000511.pdfNorthern Mariana Is All public higher education campuses in the Northern Marianas are 

100% tobacco-free by law. E-cigarettes were added to the definition 
of smoking in 2016.

T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000511.pdfNorthern Marianas College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000516.pdfOhio Ashland University, Mansfield Campus T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000514.pdfCedarville University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000513.pdfCentral State University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000515.pdfColumbus State Community College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000778.pdfCuyahoga Community College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000517.pdfHocking College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000518.pdfMiami University (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000519.pdfMount Carmel College of Nursing (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000520.pdfMount Vernon Nazarene University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000521.pdfNortheast Ohio Medical University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000523.pdfOhio Christian University T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000524.pdfOhio Dominican University (3 campuses) T 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000525.pdfOhio Ohio State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000526.pdfUniversity of Toledo (6 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000527.pdfOklahoma Cameron University (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000528.pdfCarl Albert State College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000529.pdfConnors State College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000530.pdfEast Central University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000531.pdfEastern Oklahoma State College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000532.pdfLangston University (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000533.pdfMoore Norman Technology Center (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000534.pdfMurray State College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000535.pdfNortheastern Oklahoma A&M College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000536.pdfNortheastern State University (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000537.pdfNorthern Oklahoma College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000538.pdfNorthwestern Oklahoma State University (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000539.pdfOklahoma Baptist University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000540.pdfOklahoma Christian University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000541.pdfOklahoma City Community College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000542.pdfOklahoma City University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000543.pdfOklahoma Panhandle State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000546.pdfOklahoma State University - Tulsa T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000547.pdfOklahoma State University Center for Health Sciences T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000545.pdfOklahoma State University Stillwater T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000544.pdfOklahoma State Univesity - Oklahoma City T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000548.pdfRedlands Community College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000550.pdfRose State College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000551.pdfSeminole State College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000552.pdfSoutheastern Oklahoma State University (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000553.pdfSouthern Nazarene University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000554.pdfSouthwestern Oklahoma State University (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000555.pdfSt. Gregory's University (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000556.pdfUniversity Center at Ponca City T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000557.pdfUniversity of Central Oklahoma T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000558.pdfUniversity of Oklahoma (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000559.pdfUniversity of Science and Arts of Oklahoma T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000560.pdfWestern Oklahoma State College T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000561.pdfOregon Birthingway College of Midwifery E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000562.pdfCorban University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000563.pdfEast West College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000564.pdfEastern Oregon University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000565.pdfGeorge Fox University (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000566.pdfMaitripa College 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000567.pdfMt. Hood Community College (3 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000568.pdfMultnomah University T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000569.pdfNational College of Natural Medicine 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000570.pdfNew Hope Christian College T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000571.pdfNorthwest Christian University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000684.pdfNorthwest University - Salem Campus T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000572.pdfOregon Coast Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000573.pdfOregon College of Oriental Medicine (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000574.pdfOregon Health & Science University - Marquam Hill Campus T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000575.pdfOregon Institute of Technology (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000576.pdfOregon State University - Corvallis Campus E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000577.pdfPacific University - Forest Grove Campus E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000577.pdfPacific University - Hillsboro, Woodburn, and Eugene (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000579.pdfTillamook Bay Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000857.pdfTreasure Valley Community College (2 campuses) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000581.pdfUniversity of Western States T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000690.pdfWalla Walla University - Portland T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000583.pdfWarner Pacific College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000586.pdfPennsylvania Community College of Beaver County (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000779.pdfCommunity College of Philadelphia (4 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000587.pdfDelaware County Community College (8 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000588.pdfEastern University (4 campuses) T M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000589.pdfHarrisburg  Area Community College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000591.pdfLehigh Carbon Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000780.pdfLuzerne County Community College (12 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000592.pdfMarywood University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000593.pdfMontgomery County Community College (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000594.pdfPhiladelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, City Line Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000595.pdfReading Area Community College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000596.pdfSalus University (4 campuses) E M H
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000585.pdfPennsylvania Summit University of Pennsylvania T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000597.pdfUniversity of the Sciences T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000069.pdfWidener University - Pennsylvania (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000599.pdfRhode Island Brown University - Alpert Medical School T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000600.pdfJohnson & Wales University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000601.pdfSouth Carolina Aiken Technical College T E 

Allen University XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000603.pdfAnderson University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000858.pdfCentral Carolina Technical College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000604.pdfCharleston Southern University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000605.pdfClaflin University T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000606.pdfClinton College (formerly Clinton Junior College) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000607.pdfColumbia International University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000608.pdfConverse College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000609.pdfFrancis Marion University 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000610.pdfLander University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000612.pdfMidlands Technical College (7 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000613.pdfMiller-Motte Technical College - Conway T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000614.pdfNorth Greenville University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000615.pdfOrangeburg-Calhoun Technical College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000616.pdfPiedmont Technical College System (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000617.pdfSouthern Wesleyan University (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000618.pdfSpartanburg Methodist College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000619.pdfTri-County Technical College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000620.pdfUniversity of South Carolina - Aiken T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000621.pdfUniversity of South Carolina - Columbia T E H

University of South Carolina - Salkehatchie (2 campuses) T E H XXX
http://www.no-

smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000623.pdfUniversity of South Carolina - Sumter H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000624.pdfUniversity of South Carolina - Upstate (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000625.pdfUniversity of South Carolina Beaufort (2 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000627.pdfYork Technical College (6 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000628.pdfSouth Dakota Mount Marty College (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000629.pdfOglala Lakota College (13 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000630.pdfPresentation College T 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000631.pdfSouth Dakota Sinte Gleska University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000632.pdfSouth Dakota School of Mines and Technology T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000633.pdfUniversity of Sioux Falls T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000634.pdfUniversity of South Dakota (4 campuses)

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000635.pdfTennessee Belmont University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000781.pdfChattanooga State Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000636.pdfCleveland State Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000637.pdfDyersburg State Community College (3 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000638.pdfEast Tennessee State University (3 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000639.pdfFreed-Hardeman University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000640.pdfJackson State Community College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000782.pdfLane College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000641.pdfLipscomb University (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000642.pdfMilligan College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000643.pdfNashville State Community College (5 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000644.pdfTennessee Technological University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000645.pdfWalters State Community College (4 campuses) E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000646.pdfTexas Abilene Christian University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000647.pdfAlamo Community College District (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000648.pdfAngelina College (5 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000649.pdfAustin Community College (11 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000652.pdfCollin County Community College System (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000653.pdfHardin-Simmons University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000654.pdfHuston-Tillotson University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000655.pdfLamar Institute of Technology T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000656.pdfLaredo Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000657.pdfMidwestern State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000658.pdfNorth Central Texas College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000659.pdfPaul Quinn College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000660.pdfSchreiner University T H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000783.pdfStephen F. Austin State University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000661.pdfTarrant County College (10 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000844.pdfTemple College (4 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000784.pdfTexas A&M Health Science Center (7 campuses) T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000662.pdfTexas Texas Southmost College T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000663.pdfTexas Tech University Health Sciences Center (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000664.pdfTyler Junior College (5 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000666.pdfUniversity of Texas - Brownsville T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000668.pdfUniversity of Texas Health Science Center - San Antonio T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000667.pdfUniversity of Texas Health Science Center at Houston T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000669.pdfVictoria College E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000670.pdfWeatherford College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000671.pdfUtah Brigham Young University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000672.pdfDixie State University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000785.pdfVermont Saint Michael’s College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000673.pdfUniversity of Vermont T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000674.pdfVirginia Eastern Virginia Medical School T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000675.pdfJefferson College of Health Sciences T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000676.pdfRegent University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000677.pdfWashington Clark College T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000678.pdfCorban University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000680.pdfLower Columbia College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000681.pdfMoody Bible Institute T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000682.pdfNorth Seattle College T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000289.pdfNortheastern University - Seattle Campus H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000684.pdfNorthwest University T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000685.pdfPacific Lutheran University T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000686.pdfPacific Northwest University of Health Sciences T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000687.pdfSeattle Pacific University T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000688.pdfSouth Puget Sound Community College (2 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000689.pdfWalla Walla  Community College (2 campuses) T E M 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000690.pdfWalla Walla University - Washington (2 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000786.pdfWashington State University - Pullman T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000691.pdfWashington State University Vancouver T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000692.pdfWenatchee Valley College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000860.pdfWest Virginia Eastern West Virginia Community and Technical College T E 
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http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000693.pdfWest Virginia Fairmont State University (3 campuses) T E H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000864.pdfSouthern West Virginia Community and Technical College (4 

campuses)
T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000696.pdfWest Virginia Northern Community College (3 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000697.pdfWest Virginia School of Osteopathic Medicine T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000699.pdfWisconsin Alverno College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000700.pdfBellin College of Nursing T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000702.pdfCarroll University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000704.pdfFox Valley Technical College (13 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000705.pdfGateway Technical College (10 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000706.pdfMadison Area Technical College (12 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000707.pdfMaranatha Baptist University T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000708.pdfMarian University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000709.pdfMedical College of Wisconsin T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000710.pdfMilwaukee Area Technical College (12 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000711.pdfMoraine Park Technical College T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000712.pdfNicolet Area Technical College (9 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000713.pdfNorthcentral Technical College (6 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000862.pdfSpringfield College (Springfield, MA extension campus) T E M H

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000714.pdfUniversity of Wisconsin - Baraboo/Sauk County T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000716.pdfUniversity of Wisconsin - Stout T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000717.pdfUniversity of Wisconsin Health Sciences Campus T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000718.pdfViterbo University T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000719.pdfWaukesha County Technical College (4 campuses) T 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000720.pdfWestern Technical College (7 campuses) T E 

http://www.no-
smoke.org/pdf/Colleges/C000721.pdfWisconsin Indianhead Technical College - Superior Campus T E 

These policies have been enacted but are not necessarily yet in effect.  Please contact the school itself to verify the status 
of its policy.  Note that some multi-campus educational systems adopt a centralized policy that applies to all campuses;  
other systems allow each individual campus to adopt its own policy.

In creating this document, the American Nonsmokers' Rights Foundation relied on information found on the Internet and 
information obtained from other tobacco prevention agencies.  This information is accurate to the best of our knowledge;  
however, there may be some discrepancies due to incomplete information.

May be reprinted with appropriate credit to the American Nonsmokers' Rights Foundation.

© Copyright 2002 - 2017 American Nonsmokers' Rights Foundation. All rights reserved.
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To:  Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 

Honorable Representative Gilbert Keith-Agaran, Chair 
Honorable Representative Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 

 
Date: Monday, February 27, 2017 
Time: 10:00 AM 
Place: Conference Room 016 
 
Re: IN OPPOSITION TO SB 134 – RELATING TO THE PROHIBITION OF SMOKING 
AND TOBACCO USE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAIʻI 
 
Aloha Honorable Chair Keith-Agaran, Honorable Vice Chair Rhoads, and Members of the 
Committee on Higher Education: 
 
As the Associated Students of the University of Hawai‘i at Windward Community College (ASUH-
WCC), representing the 2,300 students enrolled on our campus, we submit testimony in strong 
opposition of SB 134. 
 
The ASUH-WCC recognizes the attempt to make college campuses healthier for our students, faculty 
and staff.  However, we also recognize that this would cause an immense inconvenience and 
challenge for individuals on our campus who smoke or use tobacco as a regular part of their daily 
routine.  In addition, we feel that enacting such a policy creates an unnecessary burden on our 
security and administration in terms of implementation, enforcement, and doling out consequences.  
It also places stress on our students, who could potentially be facing fines that add to already difficult 
financial situations, or consequences that adversely affect their academic future and/or jeopardizes 
their ability to attain scholarships, employment opportunities, and more.  
 
At Windward Community College, along with many other campuses across the system, we have 
created “Designated Smoking Areas,” which are away from high traffic areas and at a sufficient 
distance from entrances and windows.  Since moving to this model, the ASUH-WCC has received 
less complaints from non-smokers, and we feel that Designated Smoking Areas have created an 
environment on campus where all students, faculty, and staff are respectful of the smokers’ habit and 
right to do so.  We believe that instead of pushing a complete ban across the system, individual 
campuses should be encouraged to go smoke-free but still allowed determine and do what is best for 
their individual constituencies and campus. 
 
Instead of focusing on such a policy, the ASUH-WCC believes that focusing on support services for 
those who want to or are attempting to quit would be better and more effective in making not only 
our campuses smoke-free, but in assisting people from our campuses to become smoke-free and 
potentially make much healthier choices in other aspects of their lives. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment and for your consideration of our testimony. Once again, 
the Associated Students of the University of Hawai‘i at Windward Community College strongly 
opposes SB 134. 
 
Sincerely, 
Kelli Acopan 
President, ASUH-WCC 



 
 

February 27, 2017 

 

The Honorable Gilbert S.C. Keith-Agaran, Chair 

The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 

Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 

 

Re: SB 134 – Relating to the University of Hawaii 

 

Dear Chair Keith-Agaran, Vice Chair Rhoads, and Members of the Committees: 

 

The Hawaii Medical Service Association (HMSA) appreciates the opportunity to testify in 

support of SB 134, which would prohibit smoking and tobacco use, including the use of 

electronic smoking devices, by persons on the premises of the University of Hawaii. 

 

HMSA is committed to improving the health and well-being of our members and the 

communities they live in around our state. Part of that commitment includes investing in 

preventative health care in order to improve chronic health conditions that are particularly 

prevalent in Hawaii – including diabetes, hypertension, and obesity.  Smoking in particular has 

been proven to be a contributing factor to these and other illnesses. SB 134 is one part of a 

broader anti-smoking effort that will positively contribute to the health and well-being of the 

student body, faculty, and staff at the University of Hawaii.  

 

Thank you for allowing us to testify in support of SB 134. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Mark K. Oto 

Director, Government Relations. 



 
 

 
     

 
 

Hawai‘i Pacific Health  |  55 Merchant Street  |  Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96813 

 
February 27, 2017/10:00 am 
Conference Room 016 
 
Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
 
To: Senator Gilbert Keith-Agaran, Chair 
 Senator Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 
 
From: Michael Robinson 
 Vice President – Government Relations & Community Affairs 
 
Re: SB 134 – Testimony in Support 
 
 
My name is Michael Robinson, Vice President, Government Relations and Community 
Affairs at Hawai‘i Pacific Health (HPH). Hawai‘i Pacific Health is a not-for-profit health 
care system, and the state’s largest health care provider and non-governmental 
employer. Hawai‘i Pacific Health is committed to providing the highest quality medical 
care and service to the people of Hawai‘i and the Pacific Region through its four 
hospitals, more than 50 outpatient clinics and service sites, and over 1,600 affiliated 
physicians. Hawai‘i Pacific Health’s hospitals are Kapi‘olani Medical Center for Women 
& Children, Pali Momi Medical Center, Straub Clinic & Hospital and Wilcox Memorial 
Hospital. 
 
I am writing in support of SB 134 which prohibits smoking and tobacco use, including 
the use of electronic smoking devices on the premises of the of all the University of 
Hawaii campuses.  Tobacco use continues to be the leading preventable cause of death 
and disability in the United States and Hawaii.  Cigarette smoking alone is responsible 
for more deaths than HIV/AIDS, alcohol, motor vehicle crashes, homicide, suicide, and 
illegal drugs combined.  Of increasing concern is the growing use of electronic smoking 
devices, especially among adolescents and young adults.  Research conducted by the 
University of Hawaii Cancer Center shows that e-cigarette use increases smoking 
uptake, and these results have been confirmed by four other studies in different parts of 
the mainland.   
 
Smoking is not permitted on any of HPH’s campuses.  We strongly support initiatives 
such as SB 134 which reduce the health risks of smoking, tobacco use as well as the 
use of e-cigarettes.   
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony. 
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Date:  February 25, 2017 
 
To:  The Honorable Gilbert S.C. Keith-Agaran, Chair 
 The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 

Members of the Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
 
From:  Trish La Chica, Policy and Advocacy Director, Hawai‘i Public Health Institute 
 
Re:  Support for SB 134, Relating to the University of Hawaii 
 
Hrg: February 27, 2017 at 10:00am at Conference Room 016 
 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in SUPPORT of SB 134 which urges the State of 

Hawai‘i to prohibit smoking and tobacco use, including the use of electronic smoking devices, by any 

person on the premises of the University of Hawai‘i. 

 

The Coalition for a Tobacco-Free Hawaiʻi (Coalition) is a program of the Hawaiʻi Public Health Institute 

(HIPHI) that is dedicated to reducing tobacco use through education, policy, and advocacy.  With two 

decades of history in Hawaiʻi, the Coalition has led several campaigns on enacting smoke-free 

environments, including being the first state in the nation to prohibit the sale of tobacco and electronic 

smoking devices to purchasers under 21 years of age.  

 

Tobacco use and exposure to secondhand smoke in any form causes serious health risks such as cancer, 

heart disease, and respiratory illness. Restricting tobacco and e-cigarette use throughout a campus 

reduces these risks and promotes the health and well-being of members of the entire campus 

community. Having a campus-wide policy also helps to reduce the youth initiation to tobacco products, 

including electronic smoking devices. In addition, smoke-free policies economically benefit the 

University of Hawaiʻi by contributing to reduced health care costs and employee absenteeism, as well as 

increased productivity and cost savings associated clean-up of cigarette litter.   

 

There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke. 

The level of air pollution from a cigarette is so severe that breathing it is dangerous for anyone, but 

especially for children. Secondhand smoke has more than 7,000 chemicals, at least 70 of which are 

known to cause cancer. Further, the 2016 U.S. Surgeon General Report has determined that emissions 
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from e-cigarettes are not harmless. “It can contain harmful and potentially harmful chemicals, including 

nicotine; ultrafine particles that can be inhaled deep into the lungs; flavoring such diacetyl, a chemical 

linked to a serious lung disease; volatile organic compounds such as benzene, which is found in car 

exhaust; and heavy metals, such as nickel, tin, and lead.”i 

 

This measure aims to protect all students in Hawai‘i.  

Currently all students attending grades K-12 in Hawai‘i are able to attend school on tobacco-free 

campuses. However because only the University of Hawai‘i Manoa is smoke-free, thousands of our 

students, faculty, and school visitors are no longer protected from the harmful effects of secondhand 

smoke. Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning 

environment and can seriously compromise anyone’s health. 

 

As of January 2, 2017 there are now 1,757 smokefree campuses in the United Statesii. Hawai‘i has been a 

leader, protecting the public and its visitors from the dangers of secondhand smoke, and now, the State 

Legislature has the opportunity to protect everyone on the University of Hawai‘i campuses from the 

harmful effects of secondhand smoke. 

 

Thank you and we respectfully ask that you pass SB 134 out of committee. 

 

Mahalo, 
 

 
Trish La Chica 

Policy and Advocacy Director 

i Know The Risks, E-Cigarettes and Young People, from: https://e-cigarettes.surgeongeneral.gov/knowtherisks.html  
ii Americans for Nonsmokers’ Rights, College and Universities, from: http://no-smoke.org/goingsmokefree.php?id=447  
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Testimony in SUPPORT of SB 134 “Relating to the University of Hawaii” 
 
The American Heart Association SUPPORTS SB 134. 
 
Supporting universities and colleges in becoming tobacco-free is one of the American 
Heart Association’s national policy goals.   
 
Tobacco use is one of the leading preventable risk factors for cardiovascular diseases.  
As we’ve learned through our policy efforts to restrict smoking in public and work places, 
such policies not only reduce exposure to non-smokers of deadly environmental tobacco 
smoke, but also have the added benefit of changing the public norms regarding tobacco 
use. The University of Hawaii’s desire to eliminate tobacco use on its campuses make 
them healthier, safer places for student learning, and will further send the clear message 
to the community that tobacco use is no longer encouraged in our society It will also help 
support those who continue to use tobacco, but want to quit, to achieve the goal of 
cessation. 
 
Please support SB 134. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Donald B. Weisman 
Hawaii Government Relations Director 
 



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than I 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers stait by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SB l 34/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% stru.t by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially hannful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB 134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially hannful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB 134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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From: mailinglist@capitol.hawaii.gov
To: JDLTestimony
Cc:
Subject: Submitted testimony for SB134 on Feb 27, 2017 10:00AM
Date: Friday, February 24, 2017 12:12:54 PM

SB134

Submitted on: 2/24/2017

Testimony for JDL on Feb 27, 2017 10:00AM in Conference Room 016

Submitted By Organization
Testifier

 Position

Present at

 Hearing

Dyanarra Ballesteros Individual Support No

Comments: As a nursing student in the UH system, I support SB134 because I want

 to advocate for a healthier environment and population in all our campuses. I see this

 movement as a measure to prevent and decrease the likelihood of all students and

 individuals acquiring respiratory related conditions secondary to smoking and

 second-hand smoking. I believe that passing this bill will lead all of us to the many

 first steps of positively impacting our future generations. 

Please note that testimony submitted less than 24 hours prior to the hearing,

 improperly identified, or directed to the incorrect office, may not be posted online or

 distributed to the committee prior to the convening of the public hearing.

Do not reply to this email. This inbox is not monitored. For assistance please email

 webmaster@capitol.hawaii.gov
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB l 34/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoldng and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB 134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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Date:		 February	24,	2017	
	
To:		 The	Honorable	Gilbert	S.C.	Keith-Agaran,	Chair	
	 The	Honorable	Karl	Rhoads,	Vice	Chair	

Members	of	the	Senate	Committee	on	Judiciary	and	Labor	
	
From:		 Forrest	Batz,	PharmD	
	 Keaau,	HI	
	
Re:		 Strong	Support	for	SB	134,	Relating	to	the	University	of	Hawaii	
	
Hrg:	 February	27,	2017	at	10:00	am	at	Conference	Room	016	
	
	
Aloha	Chair	Keith-Agaran,	Vice	Chair	Rhoads	and	Committee	Members,	
	
Thank	you	for	the	opportunity	to	submit	testimony	in	strong	SUPPORT	of	SB	134	which	urges	the	State	of	
Hawai‘i	to	prohibit	smoking	and	tobacco	use,	including	the	use	of	electronic	smoking	devices,	by	any	person	
on	the	premises	of	the	University	of	Hawai‘i.		
	
There	is	no	safe	level	of	exposure	to	secondhand	smoke	and	even	minimal	exposure	can	increase	risk	for	
multiple	health	conditions.	Although	students	who	attend	grades	K-12	go	to	school	on	smoke-free	campuses,	
University	of	Hawai‘i	students	are	not	protected	from	the	harmful	effects	of	secondhand	smoke.	Our	learning	
and	working	environment	extends	outside	the	classroom,	which	can	expose	us	to	secondhand	smoke.	
Smoking	and	the	use	of	electronic	cigarettes	are	not	conducive	to	a	healthy	learning/work	environment.	
	
Currently	in	the	US	there	are	1,757	college	campuses	that	have	become	smoke-free,	and	of	these	1,468	are	
tobacco-free,	with	1,331	also	prohibiting	the	use	of	electronic	cigarettes.	Four	states	and	one	US	territory	
have	also	passed	State	Laws	requiring	college	campuses	to	be	smoke-free.		
	
As	a	tenured	member	of	the	faculty	at	UH	Hilo,	and	a	healthcare	professional,	I	strongly	support	SB	134	to	
create	a	healthful	learning	and	work	environment	for	all	UH	students,	staff,	faculty	and	visitors.	Eliminating	
exposure	to	secondhand	smoke	in	the	study/work	environment	will	lead	to	fewer	smoke-related	illnesses	
resulting	loss	of	productivity.	
	
Hawai‘i	has	been	a	leader,	protecting	the	public	and	its	visitors	from	the	dangers	of	secondhand	smoke.	Now	
the	State	Legislature	has	the	opportunity	to	protect	students,	employees,	and	visitors	on	the	University	of	
Hawai‘i	campuses	from	the	harmful	effects	of	secondhand	smoke.		
	
I	hope	that	Hawai‘i	will	join	other	leading	institutions	nationally	in	promoting	clean,	smoke-free,	and	healthy	
public	university	environments	for	our	residents	and	visitors	by	passing	SB	134.	
	
Mahalo	for	your	consideration.	
	
Forrest	Batz,	PharmD	



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support ofSB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in supp01t of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than I 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially hannful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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Date:  February 24, 2017 
 
To:  The Honorable Gilbert S.C. Keith-Agaran, Chair 
 The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 

Members of the Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
 
From:  John A. H. Tomoso, MSW, ACSW, LSW 
 
Re:  Strong Support for SB 134, Relating to the University of Hawaii 
 
Hrg: February 27, 2017 at 10:00 am at Conference Room 016 
 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in SUPPORT of SB 134 which urges the 
State of Hawai‘i to prohibit smoking and tobacco use, including the use of electronic smoking 
devices, by any person on the premises of the University of Hawai’i, i.e. all campuses statewide.  
 
There is, as you well know, no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal 
exposure can increase risk for multiple health conditions. Although students who attend grades 
K-12 go to school on smoke-free campuses, not all University of Hawai‘i students are protected 
from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and working environment extends 
outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. Smoking and the use of 
electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment. 
 
Currently in the US there are 1757 college campuses that have become smoke-free, and of 
these 1468 are tobacco-free, with 1331 also prohibiting the use of electronic cigarettes. Four 
states and one US territory have also passed State Laws requiring college campuses to be 
smoke-free.  
 
I strongly support SB 134 because all of the UH campuses are open to the public and thus, the 
public, let alone UH students, are exposed to smoke and secondhand smoke.  Also, there is 
currently an inconsistent system-wide approach to rules, in that some UH campuses are “smoke 
free” while others are not.  Given the serious health and safety consequences of this 
inconsistency, which I find particularly glaring, it appears that consistency of rule, when it comes 
to “smoking on campus”, must be applied. 
  
Hawai‘i has been a leader, protecting the public and its visitors from the dangers of secondhand 
smoke, and now, the State Legislature has the opportunity to protect everyone on the University 
of Hawai‘i campuses, students, employees, and visitors from the harmful effects of secondhand 
smoke.  
 
I hope that Hawai`i can continue being an example for other states in the nation in promoting 
clean, smoke-free, and healthy environments for our residents and visitors by passing SB 134. 
 
Me ka ‘oia’i’o, 

 
 

 



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than I 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

V/hile approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
lUlderscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning enviromnents. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially hanuful substances, I urge you to support SB 13 4/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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Date:  February 25, 2017 
 
To:  The Honorable Gilbert S.C. Keith-Agaran, Chair 
 The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 

Members of the Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
 
From:  Kathleen Hagan, UH Maui College, Nursing Faculty 
 
Re:  Strong Support for SB 134, Relating to the University of Hawaii 
 
Hrg: February 27, 2017 at 10:00 am at Conference Room 016 
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in SUPPORT of SB 134 which urges the 
State of Hawai‘i to prohibit smoking and tobacco use, including the use of electronic smoking 
devices, by any person on the premises of the University of Hawai‘i.  
 
SB 134 supports our UHMC core value of Malama: to take care of, preserve, and protect our 
campus community. Our students, our faculty and staff, and our visitors deserve a learning 
environment free from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke and tobacco debris. Smoking 
remains the number 1 cause of preventable death.  Additionally, smoking and smokeless 
tobacco use contribute to institutional costs associated with employee and student 
absenteeism, health care and increased medical insurance, increased fire risk and 
environmental impact, and cleaning and maintenance costs. The state of Hawaii’s university 
systems has an opportunity to reduce these health, environmental, and financial costs.  
 
With 99% of smokers starting before age 27, college campuses are critical platforms for 
preventing young adults from starting tobacco use, aiding those current tobacco users in 
quitting and reducing exposure to secondhand smoke for all (Truth Initiative). Research shows 
that 70 percent of tobacco users want to quit. Smoke- and tobacco-free policies, coupled with 
quit support, can provide the resources and motivation people need to follow through on their 
goal of quitting tobacco.  
 
Currently in the US there are 1757 college campuses that have become smoke-free, and of 
these 1468 are tobacco-free, with 1331 also prohibiting the use of electronic cigarettes. Four 
states and one US territory have also passed State Laws requiring college campuses to be 
smoke-free.  
 
I strongly support SB 134 because as an employee of UH Maui College, an Occupational 
Nurse Practitioner, and a parent, I believe it is imperative to have a healthy place for working 
and learning in our home state of Hawaii.  
 
The Hawaii State Legislature has the opportunity to demonstrate its leadership and 
commitment to the health and education of its residents and visitors by passing SB 134.  
 
Mahalo, 
 
Kathleen Hagan, University of Hawaii Maui College 



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SB 134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SB 134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than I 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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Date:  February 24, 2017 
 
To:  The Honorable Gilbert Keith-Agaran, Chair 
 The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 

Members of the Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
 
From:  Kristen Scholly, PhD  
 
Re:  Strong Support for SB 134, Relating to the University of Hawaii 
 
Hrg: February 27, 2017 at 10:00 am at Conference Room 016 
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in STRONG SUPPORT of SB 134, which urges the State 
of Hawai‘i to prohibit smoking and tobacco use, including the use of electronic smoking devices, by any person 
on the premises of the University of Hawai‘i.  
 
As the Chair of Health Promotion at the University of Hawai‘i at Manoa, I have been actively involved in the 
development and implementation of health policies and tobacco education and cessation efforts throughout the 
UH System. Through my years of experience working in the health promotion field, it has become quite evident 
that cigarette smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning and working 
environment and are seriously compromising the health and wellness of the campus communities throughout 
the UH System.  
 
All students in Hawai‘i in grades K-12 are able to attend school on tobacco-free campuses. However, without 
tobacco-free college campuses, University of Hawai‘i students are no longer protected from the harmful effects 
of second-hand smoke. Research has shown that designated smoking areas provide non-smokers with minimal 
to no protection from the dangers of second-hand smoke, and actually expose cigarette smokers to increased 
levels of carcinogens. Therefore, there is no safe level of exposure to second-hand smoke and even minimal 
exposure can increase the risk of developing various health consequences. The only way to protect our campus 
communities from the dangers of second-hand smoke is to become 100% tobacco-free.  
 
Currently in the United States, there are 1,757 college campuses that have become smoke-free, and of these 
1,468 are tobacco-free, with 1,331 also prohibiting the use of electronic cigarettes. Four states and one US 
territory have also passed State laws requiring college campuses to be smoke-free. The State Legislature now 
has the opportunity to protect everyone at the University of Hawai‘i campuses, students, employees, and visitors 
from the harmful effects of second-hand smoke. It is imperative that we join our fellow institutions of higher 
education and pass SB 134.  
 
Mahalo, 
 
Kristen Scholly, PhD 
University Health Services-Health Promotion 
University of Hawaii at Manoa 
 
 
Affiliations are given for identification purposes only. Opinions presented here are personal view and not the official view of the University of 
Hawaii or any other organization or entity.  
 



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially hannful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than I 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SBl34/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers ~tart by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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Testimony of Professor Mark A. Levin in strong support for SB134 
 

RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII 
 

Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
February 27, 2017 

 

Chair Keith-Agaran, Vice-Chair Rhodes, and members of the Committee on 
Judiciary and Labor: 

 Aloha.  My name is Mark Levin.  I am a Professor at the William S. 
Richardson School of Law.  My testimony is based on nearly twenty five years of 
engagement with tobacco control law and policy locally and globally.  Among my 
activities in this field, I have published in leading journals and worked as a 
temporary advisor on tobacco control policy for the World Health Organization.    
Locally, I have served on the Hawai‘i State Tobacco Prevention and Control Trust 
Fund Advisory Board and volunteered for many other tobacco control related roles.   

 I am also the principal author of the University of Hawai‘i Executive Policy 
E10.102 on Tobacco Products, established by President Evan Dobelle in January 
2003, which is nearly the same as to the current policy established in October 2014.   

When I drafted a proposed revision for Executive Policy E10.102 for 
President Dobelle in December 2002, the University’s policy was woefully out of 
date.  We made a significant step forward with the policy change then and it has 
substantially improved the learning and working environment on our state’s 
university campuses.  I am proud to have been a part of that initiative, working 
closely then with many others in the administration, faculty, staff, and students. 

Unfortunately, nearly fifteen years have passed since Executive Policy 
E10.102 was established and while our campus leadership tried to move the 
campuses forward with appropriate changes, efforts have been of only limited 
success.  We have once again fallen behind the times.   

United States Assistant Secretary for Health, Dr. Howard Koh, launched on 
September 12, 2012, the national Tobacco-Free College Campus Initiative.  
Moreover, as this bill notes, the count of colleges and universities in the United 
States that prohibit smoking and all forms of tobacco use everywhere on campus 
with no exceptions is growing rapidly.  These including the University of Arkansas, 
all universities in the University of California system, the University of Florida, the 
University of Guam, the University of Kentucky, the University of Massachusetts - 
Amherst, the University of Michigan, the University of Montana, the University of 
North Dakota, all public universities in the state of Oklahoma, and the University 



 

Testimony of Professor Mark A. Levin in strong support for SB134 
Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor, February 27, 2017  

of Oregon.  Though all K-12 public schools in Hawai‘i are tobacco-free, our public 
universities lag.   

As your bill aptly notes, tobacco-free campus policies do not only benefit 
public health aims.  They reduce numerous fiscal burdens for the university 
administration and alleviate the campus’ impacts on surrounding land and water 
environments.  In this regard, a tobacco-free policy would further the mission of 
the University of Hawai‘i system to "ensure the survival of present and future 
generations with improvement in the quality of life," support core values 
concerning malama 'aina sustainability, and represent sound financial resource 
stewardship. 

Because the current policy at UH is out of date, unpopular, and unwise, the 
University has come forward seeing your action to help them make positive change 
happen.  Numerous other constituencies have expressed their support for tobacco-
free campuses including the Associated Students of the University of Hawai‘i at 
Mānoa and the Mānoa Faculty Senate. 

And it has been nearly four years since your Senate as well, through SR118 
in 2013, expressed its resolve to see these changes take place.   

As the University of Hawai‘i is an instrument of our State’s Executive 
Branch seeking this action, please pass this bill and enable prompt policy revision 
and effective policy implementation that SB 134 represents.   

Mahalo.  
 Professor Mark A. Levin 

The William S. Richardson School of Law 

The University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa 
 

 

Affiliations are given for identification purposes only. Opinions presented here are personal views and not the official views of 
the University of Hawai‘i or any other organization or entity.   

 

 



Testimony	Presented	Before	the	Senate	Committee	on		
Judiciary	and	Labor		

Monday,	February	27,	2017	at	10:00	am	
By	

May	Rose	I.	Dela	Cruz,	DrPH		
	
SB	134	-	Relating	to	the	University	of	Hawai‘i			
	
Chair	Keith-Agaran,	Vice-Chair	Rhoads,	and	members	of	the	Committee	on	Judiciary	and	Labor:	
	
I	am	writing	to	offer	my	testimony	in	strong	support	of	SB	134	which	prohibits	smoking	and	
tobacco	use,	including	the	use	of	electronic	smoking	devices,	by	any	person	on	the	premises	of	
the	University	of	Hawai‘i	(UH).			
	
I	was	a	student	and	now	I’m	an	employee	at	UH.		I	received	my	undergraduate	degree	(BA)	
and	both	graduate	degrees	(MPH	and	DrPH)	from	UH	Mānoa.		I	am	now	faculty	at	UH	with	an	
office	on	campus.		Through	my	years	of	attending	and	working	at	UH,	walking	around	campus	
gave	me	a	healthy	dose	of	physical	activity,	but	it	was	also	a	bit	unhealthy.		I	have	asthma	and	
cigarette	smoke	is	my	main	trigger	for	an	asthma	attack,	so	I	often	had	to	use	my	inhaler	due	
to	the	smokers	on	campus.			
	
Recently,	smokers	have	been	smoking	next	to	the	intake	vents	at	the	UH	building	where	my	
office	is	located.		At	this	area,	there	are	clear	makeshift	ashtrays	placed	by	the	smokers	to	
house	their	cigarette	butts.		The	cigarette	smoke	may	not	bother	others	in	the	building,	but	it	
has	caused	me	numerous	asthma	attacks	and	nosebleeds.		I	am	in	my	office	more	than	eight	
hours	a	day	and	have	been	using	my	inhaler	constantly.		My	doctor	has	now	given	me	another	
inhaler	on	top	of	what	I’m	taking	to	minimize	my	breathing	problems	and	she	has	also	
recommended	an	air	purifier.		UH’s	Public	Safety	and	Environmental	Health	and	Safety	
Departments	have	been	called,	but	they	have	articulated	that	they	do	not	handle	smoking-
related	problems.		It	is	frustrating	that	I	work	at	a	smoke-free	campus,	yet	suffer	because	
this	policy	is	not	enforced.		Smokers	are	allowed	to	violate	policy	at	the	expense	of	the	
university’s	students,	faculty,	staff,	and	visitors.		
	
SB	134	will	change	how	tobacco	and	smoking	use	will	be	enforced	on	campus.		It	will	assist	
individuals	like	me	who	are	medically	affected	by	smoke	and	will	give	us	a	chance	to	breathe	
easier	at	our	university.				
	
Mahalo	for	allowing	me	to	submit	testimony.	
	
	
Affiliations	are	given	for	identification	purposes	only.		Opinions	presented	here	are	personal	views	and	not	the	official	views	of	the	
University	of	Hawai‘i	or	any	other	organization	or	entity.	



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SBl 34/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than l 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation eff01ts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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Date:  February 24, 2017 
To:  The Honorable Gilbert S.C. Keith-Agaran, Chair 
 The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 

Members of the Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
From:  Nainoa Heaston 
Re:  Strong Support for SB 134, Relating to the University of Hawaii 
Hrg: February 27, 2017 at 10:00 am at Conference Room 016 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in SUPPORT of SB 134 which urges the State 
of Hawai‘i to prohibit smoking and tobacco use, including the use of electronic smoking devices, 
by any person on the premises of the University of Hawai‘i.  
 
There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can 
increase risk for multiple health conditions. Although students who attend grades K-12 go to 
school on smoke-free campuses, not all University of Hawai‘i students are protected from the 
harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and working environment extends outside 
the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. Smoking and the use of electronic 
cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment. 
 
Currently in the US there are 1757 college campuses that have become smoke-free, and of 
these 1468 are tobacco-free, with 1331 also prohibiting the use of electronic cigarettes. Four 
states and one US territory have also passed State Laws requiring college campuses to be 
smoke-free.  
 
I strongly support SB 134 because I believe that college students should be able to learn and 
grow in a safe, smoke free environment.  Children and adolescents would also be affected as 
they come to UH campuses for collegiate tours.  In addition to these underage individuals, 
there is a large portion of students at UH who are under the age of 21, which is the age one is 
legally able to smoke in Hawaii.  The passing of this bill would emphasize the State’s 
commitment to education and our future generations.   
 
Hawai‘i has been a leader, protecting the public and its visitors from the dangers of secondhand 
smoke, and now, the State Legislature has the opportunity to protect everyone on the 
University of Hawai‘i campuses, students, employees, and visitors from the harmful effects of 
secondhand smoke.  
 
I hope that Hawai`i can continue being an example for other states in the nation in promoting 
clean, smoke-free, and healthy environments for our residents and visitors by passing SB 134. 
 
Mahalo, 
 
Nainoa Heaston  
Graduate Student at UH Manoa  



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB 134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SB 134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB 134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially hannful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 
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From: mailinglist@capitol.hawaii.gov
To: JDLTestimony
Cc:
Subject: Submitted testimony for SB134 on Feb 27, 2017 10:00AM
Date: Friday, February 24, 2017 10:13:20 AM

SB134

Submitted on: 2/24/2017

Testimony for JDL on Feb 27, 2017 10:00AM in Conference Room 016

Submitted By Organization
Testifier

 Position

Present at

 Hearing

Richard Mizusawa Individual Support No

Comments: Aloha Chair Tokuda, Vice Chair Dela Cruz, and Members of the Senate

 Committee on Ways and Means: My name is Richard Mizusawa and I submit for

 your consideration this personal testimony in support of SB 643. Being a place of

 diversity, uniqueness, and somewhere we can embrace and appreciate the Hawaiian

 culture that surrounds us, I believe that this can be a small but significant step in

 making Hawaii a place where we can all live together in harmony. The Hawaiian

 language is one of the official languages of our State. Should this not impact any

 budgetary matters, I hope to see this bill make its impact for the State of Hawaii and

 for all its people. Thank you for the opportunity to support SB 643 and I humbly ask

 that you pass this through your committee. Best wishes to you and your committee in

 your decision-making process.

Please note that testimony submitted less than 24 hours prior to the hearing,

 improperly identified, or directed to the incorrect office, may not be posted online or

 distributed to the committee prior to the convening of the public hearing.

Do not reply to this email. This inbox is not monitored. For assistance please email

 webmaster@capitol.hawaii.gov
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SB l 34/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 

Print Name 

~~eii 
Zip Code 



 
 

Date:  February 24, 2017 
 
To:  The Honorable Gilbert S.C. Keith-Agaran, Chair 
 The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 

Members of the Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
 
From:  San Ly, UH Hilo Daniel K Inouye College of Pharmacy  
 
Re:  Strong Support for SB 134, Relating to the University of Hawaii 
 
Hrg: February 27, 2017 at 10:00 am at Conference Room 016 
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in SUPPORT of SB 134 which urges the State 
of Hawai‘i to prohibit smoking and tobacco use, including the use of electronic smoking devices, 
by any person on the premises of the University of Hawai‘i.  
 
There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can 
increase risk for multiple health conditions. Although students who attend grades K-12 go to 
school on smoke-free campuses, not all University of Hawai‘i students are protected from the 
harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and working environment extends outside 
the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand smoke. Smoking and the use of electronic 
cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy learning environment. 
 
Currently in the US there are 1757 college campuses that have become smoke-free, and of 
these 1468 are tobacco-free, with 1331 also prohibiting the use of electronic cigarettes. Four 
states and one US territory have also passed State Laws requiring college campuses to be 
smoke-free.  
 
I strongly support SB 134 because I deserve to breath non-polluted clean, healthy air when I 
walk to my classes. In addition, I strongly support this bill to protect any visitors such as high 
school and middle school children from toxic smoke when they come to our campus for field 
trips  
 
Hawai‘i has been a leader, protecting the public and its visitors from the dangers of secondhand 
smoke, and now, the State Legislature has the opportunity to protect everyone on the 
University of Hawai‘i campuses, students, employees, and visitors from the harmful effects of 
secondhand smoke.  
 
I hope that Hawai`i can continue being an example for other states in the nation in promoting 
clean, smoke-free, and healthy environments for our residents and visitors by passing SB 134. 
 
Mahalo, 
San Ly 
UH Hilo Daniel K Inouye College of Pharmacy 
Hilo, HI 



 
 

Date:  February 24, 2017 
 
To:  The Honorable Gilbert S.C. Keith-Agaran, Chair 
 The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Vice Chair 

Members of the Senate Committee on Judiciary and Labor 
 
From:  Sara Kay, Punahou 
 
Re:  Strong Support for SB 134, Relating to the University of Hawaii 
 
Hrg: February 27, 2017 at 10:00 am at Conference Room 016 
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in SUPPORT of SB 134 which urges the State 
of Hawai‘i to prohibit smoking and tobacco use, including the use of electronic smoking devices, 
by anyone on the premises of the University of Hawai‘i.  
 
There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can 
increase risk for multiple health conditions. Currently all students in Hawaii in grades K-12 are 
able to attend school on tobacco-free campuses. However without tobacco-free college 
campuses, University of Hawai‘i students are no longer protected from the harmful effects of 
secondhand smoke. Our learning and working environment extends outside the classroom, 
which can expose us to secondhand smoke.  
 
I strongly support SB 134 because college students deserve to learn and innovate without 
worrying about their health around smokers. Like many other students, one of my concerns 
when I graduate to college is becoming independent, and avoiding temptations such as 
smoking or vaping. Although Hawai'i raised the legal to smoke, there are still open loopholes 
that haven't been closed yet to ensure these students do not have access to tobacco products. 
Some of my friends at UH have lung problems or asthma, and second-hand smoke puts their 
lives at more risk. Nothing is worth compromising the health of Hawai'i students. 
 
Hawai‘i has been a leader, protecting the public and its visitors from the dangers of secondhand 
smoke, and now, the State Legislature has the opportunity to protect everyone on the 
University of Hawai‘i campuses, students, employees, and visitors from the harmful effects of 
secondhand smoke. As a result, it is imperative that we protect the health of all thousands of 
individuals throughout all 10 campuses of the University of Hawai‘i by passing SB 134.  
 
Mahalo, 
 
Sara Kay, 17 
Punahou School 
Honolulu 



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 

Print Name 

-c-1-~=6.......::1tc..::c..6...__L ,:_v !:.......;u:e....__~' Hawaii ~itl- 1 
Zip Code 



From: mailinglist@capitol.hawaii.gov
To: JDLTestimony
Cc:
Subject: Submitted testimony for SB134 on Feb 27, 2017 10:00AM
Date: Friday, February 24, 2017 12:16:40 PM

SB134

Submitted on: 2/24/2017

Testimony for JDL on Feb 27, 2017 10:00AM in Conference Room 016

Submitted By Organization
Testifier

 Position

Present at

 Hearing

Sharmaine Pasalo Individual Support No

Comments: Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony in SUPPORT of SB

 134 which urges the State of Hawai‘i to prohibit smoking and tobacco use, including

 the use of electronic smoking devices,by any person on the premises of the

 University of Hawai‘i. As a nursing student of UHMC and UHManoa through the BSN

 distance learning program. In one course I had the opportunity to work with the

 UHMC Smoke free Task force along with the Tobacco Free Hawaii Coalition, we

 have worked hard gaining perspective of students, faculty and staff about this issue.

 There is major support for a smoke free campus, with the exception of a handful of

 faculty who have vocally opposed this and have been spreading fear and

 misinformation if the school would become smoke free. I think we should be looking

 at the overall impacts and benefits of a smoke free campus. One, over 1,000

 campuses nationwide have adopted smoke free/tobacco free campus policies. Two,

 Hawaii has strict laws against smoking (20 ft away from entrances, no smoke

 beaches, and increases the legal age to buy cigarettes to 21), why not push for this

 one more policy? Three, think of all the health benefits for students, visitors, faculty

 and staff that visit our campuses. Our campus is open to the public so many

 community members go to our campus (including the weekly swap meet). There is

 no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke and even minimal exposure can

 increase risk for multiple health conditions. Although students who attend grades K-

12 go to school on smoke-free campuses, not all University of Hawai‘i students are

 protected from the harmful effects of secondhand smoke. Our learning and working

 environment extends outside the classroom, which can expose us to secondhand

 smoke. Smoking and the use of electronic cigarettes are not conducive to a healthy

 learning environment. Currently in the US there are 1757 college campuses that

 have become smoke-free, and of these 1468 are tobacco-free, with 1331 also

 prohibiting the use of electronic cigarettes. Four states and one US territory have

 also passed State Laws requiring college campuses to be smoke-free. I strongly

 support SB 134, because I deserve to breathe clean, healthy air. I strongly support

 SB 134 because this protects kids from exposure to toxic smoke when they go on

 field trips to visit a University of Hawai‘i campus. Hawai‘i has been a leader,

 protecting the public and its visitors from the dangers of secondhand smoke, and

 now, the State Legislature has the opportunity to protect everyone on the University

 of Hawai‘i campuses, students, employees, and visitors from the harmful effects of
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 secondhand smoke. I hope that Hawai`i can continue being an example for other

 states in the nation in promoting clean, smoke-free, and healthy environments for our

 residents and visitors by passing SB 134.

Please note that testimony submitted less than 24 hours prior to the hearing,

 improperly identified, or directed to the incorrect office, may not be posted online or

 distributed to the committee prior to the convening of the public hearing.

Do not reply to this email. This inbox is not monitored. For assistance please email

 webmaster@capitol.hawaii.gov



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 

Print Name 

_____ ifpt~ (L,(d~ ~~ , Hawaii i l, 1 l{ l-( 
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SB l 34/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially hannful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoldng, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 

rm ame 

~\(C\~· ·~\f\~:ffl~~-£,,~_., Hawaii 
City 

l\0~~ 
Zip Code 



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
-the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoldng. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 

Print ame 

ltOt1oh.J{u , Hawaii l}'<g'/7 -~------· 
City Zip Code 



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HAW All 

I am writing in support of SB134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers strut by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB 134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 

PnntName 

__,__-\11l~~f\.Q~~~rv\f\M~-' Hawaii llttlz °v1---
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SB l 34/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoking, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 

Print Name 

--------, Hawaii 
City Zip Code 



TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF SB134/HB429 
RELATING TO THE UNIVERSITY OF HA WAIi 

I am writing in support of SB 134/HB429, which prohibits smoking and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. Tobacco use remains the single largest cause of 
preventable death and disease and is responsible for about one third of cancer deaths. Of 
the roughly 20 million college and university students in the United States, more than 1 
million are projected to die prematurely from cigarette smoking. 

While approximately 90% of smokers start by age 18, fully 99% start by age 26, 
underscoring the importance of supporting young adults with more effective prevention 
and cessation efforts while eliminating exposure to secondhand smoke and all tobacco 
use in their learning environments. 

As a university student that wants to promote positive health practices and protect myself, 
my fellow students, UH employees, and visitors from exposure to secondhand smoke and 
other potentially harmful substances, I urge you to support SB134/HB429, which would 
prohibit smoldng, including the use of electronic smoking devices, and tobacco use on 
University of Hawaii premises. 

llor1f?k~1 
City 

, Hawaii 6/h y/) 
Zip Code 
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